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Wide annual variation in the size of the filbert crop limits

the Oregon filbert packing industry's capacity to price and market

its products in orderly and fully beneficial fashion. Further, under

this condition, product promotion becomes an insecure endeavor.

The over-all low level of filbert production restricts the ability of

the filbert packing industry to both satisfy inshell demand arid enter

significantly into the shelled trade. In marketing its filberts, the

industry is forced to set priorities in determining which of the

trades, in-shell or shelled, to emphasize. With regard to the in-

shell trade, a marketing order has been implemented in order to

bring a degree of stability to marketable in-shell supply.

Rather than permitting supply conditions to control pricing

and marketing, it seems feasible to propose policies which may

serve to ameliorate the supply-induced problems confronting the
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packing industry. These policies would be most effective if they

not only conformed to the marketable supply situations, but also

were consistent with characteristics of in-shell and shelled demand

and with the relationships among packing firms. This study has

been undertaken for the purpose of determining such efficient

pricing and marketing policies for the packing industry.

In pursuing the over-all purpose, the study has sought to

accomplish three specific objectives. First, analyses have been

conducted to gain information concerning characteristics of demand

for in-shell and shelled filberts, relationships among firms, supply

situations, and imports of filberts. These results have then been

utilized in appraising current industry pricing and marketing be-

havior. For this purpose, policies have been considered efficient

if they conform to characteristics of demand, supply, and inter-

firm relations. Lastly, on the basis of their consistency with the

nature of the product and industry, changes in product pricing

and marketing have been recommended to the packing industry.

Regression analysis was applied in deriving information re-

garding demand for in-shell and shelled filberts. Statistical models

were devised in order to determine relationships among quantities

of filberts taken from the market, prices, incomes, and other

relevant variables. In this manner, indications of price elasticities,

income elasticities, and cross elasticities of demand for the two



filbert forms were achieved. The effect of population growth on

in-shell and shelled pricing was also determined through this anal-

ysis. Another model attempted to explain the factors which deter-

mine shelled filbert imports, Some of the results obtained have

been somewhat qualified by noncorroborating results, lack of sta-

tistical significance of coefficients, or low R2 values.

The results of this studyts statistical analysis indicate that

demand for the in-shell product is both price and income inelastic

and that other nuts (almonds, walnuts, and pecans) are neither

close substitutes or complements. In contrast to in-shell demand,

the demand for shelled filberts is relatively price and income

elastic. The relationships between shelled filberts and almonds,

walnuts, and pecans have been found to be of inconsequential pro-

portions.

Based on these findings, two principal conclusions have been

reached. Firstly, because the in-shell demand has been quite

stable in the past and will probably remain so in the future, the

substantial in-shell price instability from year to year may be

unnecessary. While the current marketin.g order offers a mechan-

ism for both stabilizing marketable in-shell supply and restricting

it to enhance in-shell price, the full benefits of the order in re-

moving in-shell price instability and enhancing price would appear

to depend on coordinated action by the two dominant firms.



in the second place, it has been concluded that further de-

velopment of consumer demand for filberts depends principally

upon promotion of the shelled product. However, increased ex-

posure of shelled filberts may only be justified by augmenting the

supply of the shelled product packers presently place on the mar-

ket. The introduction of a measure of stability into marketable

shelled supply would also be appropriate for realizing full benefits

from market development.
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An Analysis of Packer Marketing and.
Pricing in the Oregon Filbert Industry

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem Confronting the Oregon Filbert Packers

Packers of filberts in Oregon encounter a twofold. problem in

marketing and pricing their products. One aspect relates to van-

abilities on the supply side; the other pertains to inadequate knowl-

edge concerning d.emand.. Yet, both are connected.

As handlers and. processors, removed from production of

the utilized raw material, the packers discover themselves incap-

able of exercising control over the supply of their primary product.

Yet, finding the source of its manufacturing activity in the output

of agriculture, the packing. industry becomes exposed. to the insta-

bilities. of agricultural production. In spite of its function to link

production of the raw product to processing and. marketing of the

finished good, even the coOperative member of the industry does not

escape the variability of physical output. The vissitud.es of weather,

an. apparent prod.uction cycle, and the alleged. predilection of

growers to base future production upon current prices and. income

receipts all contribute a share to variable yields at the orchard.



level. The packers of filberts, then, are faced with the conse

quences of a production patte rn which exhibits marked annual

fluctuations and are generally powerless to attack the unfavorable

results directly from the supply side. Difficulty in achieving

stability in pricing, problems of promotion, fluctuating returns,

and exposure to imports are the bequest of the pattern of filbert

production.

Although these problems confronting filbert packers arise on

the supply side, it is evident that their alleviation must be ap-

proached from another tack. That alternative direction appearing

most accessible to filbert marketers involves a conscious manipu-

lation of marketing and pricing policies toward the end of reducing

the effect of fluctuating yields. Such strategies must possess the

properties of responsiveness to crop size variation and compensa-

tion for lack of packer control over supply.

The implementation of marketing and pricing policies effec-

tive in dealing with the consequences of the conditions of supply

presents a further problem for the filbert packing industry, for

their effectuation depends upon an understanding. of the character-

istics of demand for the product. That is, to be efficient in

attacking the problems engendered. by supply, marketing and.

pricing policies must be guided by and. operate in conformity to the

demand, situation. However, there is within the packing industry
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inadequate economic knowledge regarding the demand for the

product it processes and markets. Filbert packers have, conse-

quently, developed a marketing and. pricing behavior which may

adhere only slightly or not at all to the dictates of demand. Yet,

as here conceived, the role proposed for marketing and. pricing

policies in remedying supply-induced problems requires that some

knowledge of demand be available. A problem fundamental, there-

fore, to the filbert packing industry's ability to face the production

issue is the need to attain, some conception of the nature of demand

for its prod.uct. This gap in information provides a major reason

for the study.

Objectives of the Study

The need to obtain, information pertinent to developing mar-

keting procedures which are efficient and relevant to the filbert-

packing industry's situation is a primary objective of the study,

The determination of such useful product and industry character-

istics forms, indeed., the foundation upon which other, ultimate

objectives will rest. In this role, then, the acquisition of knowl-

edge assumes the character of means rather than end.. In satis-

faction of this initial objective, the project seeks to develop infor-

mation. regarding d.emand for filberts, the effects of crop size

variation, and. inter -firm relations,



Since filberts appear on the market in the two distinct in-

shell and shelled forms, characteristics of demand must be de-

termined, for each of these separate products. Those aspects of

demand considered of interest to the filbert packing industry in-

dude the relationship to price, to consumer income, to population

growth, and the relationship to prices of related products. The

project has as an intention the discovery of these relations.

In direct reference to the previously noted problem of van-

able output of the raw product, it appears fundamental to examine

the effects of this crop size variation. Of particular concern in

this respect is the influence of the production pattern on pricing

behavior. There is a need to institute a system of pricing able

to cope with some of the instabilities encountered with production

fluctuations and not merely subject to their control. Additionally,

it should be fruitful to describe the industry's employment of the

filbert marketing order in attempting to moderate the effects of

crop size variation.

The observation and assessment of relationships among

firms completes the exposition of those characteristics considered

here as necessary information for achieving responsive mar-

keting and pricing policies. The elements of inter-firm relations

to receive consideration in this analysis include the manner in

which the firms relate in pricing, the use of nonprice competition,
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and. product innovation undertaken by firms.

The two remaining objectives proceed from the analysis

conducted. in accomplishment of the anterior goal. n terms of

the aforementioned. analysis, then, the first of these purposes

proposes an evaluation of current packing ind.ustry behavior in

marketing and. pricing. Specifically, industry-wide pricing policy

will be treated with respect to its conformity to demand. character-

istics, its responsiveness to crop size variation, and. the effect

upon it of inter-firm relations. Promotion policy and strategies

regarding prod.uct innovation will also receive appropriate ap-

praisal on the basis of their accommodation to relevant product

and industry characteristics. The final objective shall seek to

accomplish the formulation. of an over-all marketing strategy for

the filbert packing ind.us try efficient in that its elements conform

to what has been.learned. about demand., prod.uction, and the ind.us-

try.

Procedure. and Methodology of Analysis

It would seem to be enlightening to conclude this introduction

by presenting something of the proced.ure and. method.s of data

collection and analysis employed in developing needed. information

regard.ing characteristics of filbert d.emand and. of the filbert

packing industry. The intent here, then, is to provide such an



exposure of methodology.

Collection and, Usage of the Data

The data utilized in accomplishing the objectives of this

study were gathered from both secondary and. primary sources.

The quantitative information employed in determining demand char-

acteristics was available in official published sources. Data used

in the determination of those factors affecting imports of shelled

filberts were likewise obtained from secondary material.

The analysis of inter-firm relations and examination of the

affects on marketing and pricing of crop size variation were under-

taken through the use of primary data. The primary data thus em-

ployed were collected at firsthand from among the filbert packing

firms. Six of the nine presently operating concerns were contacted,

and they are the source of information upon which rest the above-

mentioned analyses)-' Access was permitted by these firms to

published lists of season opening prices, when available, and to

comp].ete files of sales invoices 'covering the period: of interest.

There occurred an exception to the general availability

1/ To be more exact, primary data relating to marketing year
1966 -67 were gathered from the records of seven firms. However,
prior to the inception of the 1967-68 marketing year two of these
firms were amalgamated through merger. Data for this year do
pertain to six firms.

L



of sales transaction records, for one firm refused to reveal the

total pattern of pricing contained, in sales invoices. In this case,

price data obtained is spotty and, in fact, is limited to season

opening prices and to some information rendered verbally by the

plant manager regarding price alterations during the marketing

season. However, typically, the record. obtained of price changes

occurring in a marketing year is thorough for each firm and was

gleaned from sales invoices. In all instances, information re-

gard.ing quantities sold. by firms has its source in the record.s of

sales invoices. Season opening prices, of course, came from pub-

lished lists of opening prices.

These primary price and quantity d.ata were collected. for the

1966 and 1967 crop years, for they illustrate the contrasts of a

large and small crop year. The procedure employed. forcollection

of primary data first separated. filbert marketings into sales in-

shell and sales in the shelled form. This basic division between

in-shell and shelled, filberts has been maintained throughout the

study. For each firm price data derived, from marketings of in-

shell filberts were then classified by grade of the product, type of

pack, and. week of the transaction. Similarly, prices of shelled

filberts were categorized, by size of the product, type of pack, and

week of the transaction. Thus, packer prices may be compared.

for concurrence within groupings uniform as to pack, grad.e or size,



and. point of time in the marketing year. Quantity data refer to

total sales, in-shell or shelled, by firms, and., while separated.

into weeks, they are not divided, into quantities marketed by type

of pack or by grad.e or size.

Limitations o the Data

The secondary and primary data used in the analysis each

bear certain limitations which should. perhaps be clarified in order

that the findings may be more accurately evaluated. With respect

to the secondary data, t1e shortcomings rest not, so much with the

values of the data themselves as with what portions of the data

employed represent. As an illustration, in attempting to arrive at

a determination of the price elasticity of demand for in-shell fil-

berts at the packer level, it appeared..most mea,ingful to consider

quantities taken .from the market at that point as most directly

responsive to prices quoted. by packers. However, from sources

of the secondary data needed. to accomplish the analysis, the only

available data for in-shell filbert prices concerned, prices paid. to

growers. Thus, the responsiveness to price of 9uantities of in-

shell filberts taken from the packer was determined on the basis

of grower prices as the best available alternative. In the case of

shelled, filberts, the price elasticity of demand was approached

with the u.se of prices of imported Turkishshelled filberts f. o. b.,



New York. This procedure seems reasonable, since a large

proportion of shelled filberts marketed. are derived, from imports.

Further, there may exist inexactitudes in the determination

of cross elasticities of demand. For, in attempting to measure

the effect of prices of related products on quantities of in-shell

and shelled filberts taken from the market at the packerlevel, the

only domestic nut prices available covering the period, of interest

were prices received by growers. On the other hand., when varia-

tions in the prices of in-shell and shelled filberts were studied, it

was thought that cross elasticity of d.emand. could. most nearly be

estimated by using total quantities of the related nuts available for

marketing. However, thepreferred data were not available from

secondary sources and. were replaced in the analysis by actual

rnarketings of the related products. In ad.dition, while it was custo-

mary to separate filbert prices and. marketings into those pertain-

ing to the in-shell,'and. the shelled. forms, such treatment d.id not

prove practicable in the case of sales of related. nuts. Thus, this

attempt to determine cross elasticity of d.emand. was forced to

consider the effect of total (in-shell plus shelled.) sales of related

nuts upon each of the differentiated, in-shell and shelled filbert

prices.

In the case of primary data collected, a limitation may resid.e

in a d.egree of inaccuracy in the computation of price data.
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Frequently, prices contained in sales transaction records were

quoted f. o. b. point of destination. Since the analysis of inter-

firm relations required undistorted filbert prices in its comparison

of pricing, there arose a need. to eradicate the cost of transporta-

tion from the quoted prices. This task, however, was made diffi-

cult by the unregulated. status of tariffs on filberts in interstate

commerce. That is, the freight rate on filberts in transport is

not established and is affected by frequent and random movements.

In attempting to bring order to this situation while not failing

to expunge transportation costs, standardized. tariffs, constant

through time, were accepted as approximating true freight rates

to the several regions of the country and were deducted. uniformly

according to point of destination from all prices quoted 1. o. b.

delivered.

There, of course, remains one problem of this system which

does not appear capable of resolution. This is, that where prices

referring to. identical packs, identical grade or size, and the same

time period are compared but one has been quoted. f. o. b. plant

and the other rendered. f. o. b. delivered, there is no way of

guaranteeing their absolute comparability; for the standardized

tariff deducted. from the latter price may not perfectly reflect the

freight rate at the time of the transaction. Therefore, despite

Lheseattempts, a price discrepancy attributable to transportation
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costs may still exist.

A second. frailty may be encountered in thecomputed. values

of the price data from original sources. Within the categorization

scheme employed in reporting price information, frequently

numerous prices were recorded from each of the six firms under

scrutiny. The analysis and comparisons to be conducted. utilizing

these prices, therefore, began to be in danger of suffering from

cumbersomeness. To alleviate this complication aid uncloud the

analysis, for each firm prices und.er a particular cla.ssification

were reduced to the arithmetic mean of all transacted prices.

That is, within the d.elineatipns of pack, grade or size, and weelc,

only a single price was ultimately recorded. for each firm, the

average of all prices quoted. Thus, these prices, to some extent,

reflect the inexactness of averages nd may deviate from any one

of the individual price quotations from which they ae calculated..

Method.oloy of nalysis

The methodology used in the analysis of secoidary and.

primary data for determining characteristics of derxand., factors

affecting shelled, imports, inter-firm relations, and. effects of crop

size variation is of two classes. An understanding of filbert demand

and of the determinants of shelled filbert imports has been approach-

ed by use of the process of step-wise multiple regression. Through
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selecting appropriate independent variables an& juxtaposing them

with their dependent counterpart, it became practicable to estimate

the relationship be twe en corresponding variables by computing

the coefficients in the equations.

In the case of examination, of inter-firm relations and effects

of crop size variation, the procedure of analysis was somewhat

less sophisticated. These properties were ascertained, respec-

tively, through simple comparisons among firms and contrasting

crop years of prices quoted.
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CHAPTER II

SETTING THE STAGE: DESCRIPTION OF SOME
OBSERVABLE DEMAND AND INDUSTRY PHENOMENA

Although this section embodies the presentation of certain

demand and industry characteristics, it is not an infringement upon

the content of the succeeding chapter. That chapter will seek to

determine attributes of demand and the industry not heretofore

known and subject to discovery only through economic and statis

tical analysis. In contrast, the present attempt is to increase the

readers familiarity with the product and the packing industry

through relating some readily discerned information regarding fil-

berts and the filbert industry.

A Preliminary Overview of Demand

There are several evident conditions of filbert demand which

may be enlightening as background information to the succeeding

analysis. The first of these readily noticeable circumstances to be

indicated concerns the consumption, exclusively, of filberts in the

in-shell and shelled forms. This situation is illustrated in

Figures 1 and 2, where it is demonstrated that per capita quantities

Here the term consumption is used in a nonspecific manner to
indicate quantities taken from the market.
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Figure 1. Per capita quanties of in-shell filbert taken from the market, U. S. 1946- 1966.

Solarce: U, S. D,A, Crop Reporting Board, Tree nuts by states, Washington, D.C., 1944-1966.
Filbert Control Board, Export of Domestrc In-shell Filberts. Tigard, Oregon, September 1968,
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Figure 2. Per capita quantities of shelled filberts taken from the market from domestic production and from domestic production plus net

imports, U.S. 1946-1966,

Source: U. S. D,A. Crop Reporting Board. Tree nuts by states. Washington, D. C., 1944-1966.
U. S. D, A. Economic Research Service. Marketing Economics Division. The dom estic tsee nut industries.

Washington, D. C., November 1964.
Ui
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of in-shell and shelled filberts taken from the market have been

absolutely small. Indeed, as may be observed in Figure 1, re-

movals of in-shell filberts from the U. S. market on a per capita

basis rose above . 1 pound only once in the period 1946-1966. More

ordinarily, per capita disappearance varied between . 05 and . 07

pound. With regard to Figure 2, it is found that quantities of

shelled filberts taken from the market in per capita terms were

also rather slight. When domestic production was presumed to be

the sole source of shelled filbert sales, per capita removals

reached their zenith at . 06 pound. The addition of imports of

shelled filberts to the domestic contribution to marketings in the

shelled form raised per capita disappearance to a maximum at . 09

pound. Thus, it is apparent that filberts, in their in-shell and

shelled forms, are products whose degree of utilization in this

country is rather limited.

While a presentation under segregated conditions of the level

of filbert disappearance is of absolute interest, it renders no

impression of the uniqueness or commonness of the status of Lii-

bert consumption. However, through observation of the relative

position of filbert removal to that of other tree nuts, an indication

of the significance of the spot occupied by filberts may be achieved.

In Figure 3 it is demonstrated not only that filbert disappearance

is absolutely small, but further that it is meager in relation to
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Figure 3. Per capita consumption of major domestically produced tree nuts from domestic sources, U. S. 1946-1962.

Source: U. S. D. A. Economic-Research Service. Marketing Economics Division. The domestic tree nut industries. Washington,

D. C., November 1964.
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market removals of the other major domestically produced tree

nuts. According to this diagram, per capita disappearance of all

filberts (in-shell and shelled) derived from domestic production

never in any year considered exceeded per capita removals (in-

shell plus shelled) from domestic sources of any of the three other

major domestic tree nuts. In fact, such filbert marketings appear

almost to be superfluous to and isolated from any competition for

consumer purchases. Even when the effect of filbert imports is

added to the filbert consumption situation, the increase in per

capita filbert disappearance is not sufficient to render the nut a

significant factor in the market in terms of quantities taken.

Another readily depicted characteristic of filbert demand is

the stable pattern of quantities of in-shell filberts taken from the

market. This situation is easily portrayed by referring again to

Figure 1. Here it is striking to note that in spite of variable

production and increasing population, per capita quantities of in-

shell filberts taken from the market were maintained between . 05

and . 07 pound for 16 of the 21 years under consideration; This

stability of demand for in-shell filberts is further illustrated in

Table 1. In terms of total sales, the chart expresses the relative

constancy of quantities of in-shell filberts taken from the market

throughout the period of analysis. While some annual fluctuation

in quantities of in-shell filberts removed from the market did occur,
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Table 1. Total Filbert Production and In-shell and Shelled Sales

Total production Total sales Total sales shelled
Year of filberts in-shell from domestic

production
(Tons) (Tons) (Tons)

1946 8,450 6,980 1, 190
1947 8,800 4,830 3, 640
1948 6, 440 4, 835 865
1949 10, 800 6, 250 3, 990
1950 6, 570 4, 610 840
1951 6, 740 5, 505 600
1952 11, 790 7,465 3, 730
1953 4, 900 3, 975 535
1954 8,620 6,519 1,611
1955 7,710 6, 029 1, 356
1956 3,040 2, 703 207
1957 12,510 8,139 3,891
1958 7, 540 5, 647 1, 653
1959 10, 100 6, 300 3, 545
1960 8,950 5,840 2,895
1961 11,760 6,017 5,498
1962 7, 780 4, 682 2, 918
1963 6, 960 5,026 1, 759
1964 8, 090 6, 173 1, 747
1965 7, 740 5, 231 2, 329
1966 12, 220 6,768 5, 267

Source: U. S. D. A. Crop Reporting Board. Tree nuts by states.
Washington, D.C., 1944-1966.

it is notable that such instability is encountered, generally, in

conjunction with production irregularities and is often less extreme

than the crop size variation it accompanies. This apparent inter-

action between large variations in size of crop and yearly fluctua-

tions in sales of in-shell filberts may indicate not that changes in

demand have occurred, but rather that shifts in the availability of

the crop have transpired such that the amount placed on the
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market falls below the stable demand requirement.

Quantities of shelled filberts taken from the market from

domestic sources have been characterized,generally, by a variable

pattern of market removals. As depicted in Figure 2, per capita

disappearance of shelled. filberts has exhibited a tendency toward

fluctuations of an annual nature. With the addition of imports as a

source of shelled filbert marketings, the annual effect continues to

persist; however, the yearly swings appear to be somewhat miti-

gated. Turning once again to Table 1, it appears that when pre-

sented in terms of total sales, quantities of shelled filberts taken

from the market from domestic production maintained a substantial

degree of annual variation. It d.oes not seem possible, however,

to conclude from these data that a shifting pattern of disappearance

has been emerging over time.

The trend among agricultural processors and marketers to

implant more services in the products they manufacture is well

accepted. as serving an intensifying orientation of consumer prefer-

ence toward. easier preparation.of food.s in the home (Waldorf, 1966).

It seems reasonable to assume that this generalized consumer

attitud.e may express itself, among other ways, ir a. desire for a

convenient presentation of nut products. It is of interest to this

analysis to attempt to determine to what extent the filbert industry

operates in conformity to consumer preference. A fundamental



Table 2. Sales In-shell and Shelled of Filberts, Walnuts and Pecans to U. S. Buyers

Filberts Walnuts Pecans (Almonds)
(domes tic production) (domes tic production) ome s tic production) (domes tic production)

Year In-shell Shelled In-shell Shelled In-shell Shelled Totalsales
(Tons) (Tons) (Tons) (Tons) (Tons) (Tons) (Tons)

1946 6,649 1, 190 44, 838 23, 556 --- --- 37, 060
1947 4, 405 3, 640 35, 826 25, 577 --- --- 28, 857
1948 4, 641 865 43, 410 24, 798 14, 514 66, 664 33, 687
1949 6, 011 3,990 57, 941 27, 276 7,807 49, 843 42, 875
1950 4,272 840 36,788 24,940 10,449 46,578 37,412
1951 5, 159 595 46, 579 28, 365 15, 146 57, 069 41, 843
1952 6, 983 3, 725 45, 283 35, 738 11, 373 58, 840 33, 863
1953 3, 753 525 32, 237 24, 604 15, 812 84, 758 34, 073
1954 5, 585 1, 605 37, 136 32, 389 6, 145 36, 817 40, 224
1955 5, 516 1, 334 35, 644 38, 887 9, 220 60, 327 33, 433
1956 2,454 202 36, 677 32, 393 11,643 69, 956 50, 117
1957 7, 164 3, 877 25, 642 35, 357 8, 157 58, 027 35, 093
1958 4, 946 1,650 33, 599 51, 437 13, 760 67, 063 17, 396
1959 6, 059 3, 523 29, 382 31, 556 10, 168 57, 494 72, 866
1960 5, 710 2,856 29, 223 41, 753 14, 408 72, 929 47, 816
1961 5, 600 5, 428 27, 218 38, 467 22, 360 97, 676 59, 786
1962 4, 423 2, 849 29, 488 48, 837 7, 161 26, 986 44, 978
1963 4, 779 1, 664 27, 826 53, 269 26, 729 152, 847 50, 229
1964 5, 986 1, 678 28, 724 59, 350 9,861 73, 522 66, 306
1965 4, 951 2, 226 26, 057 48, 888 18, 955 98, 344 61, 587
1966 6, 327 5, 081 28, 100 63, 331 10, 784 64, 119 74, 482

Continued.



Table 2. Continued

Source: U.S.D.A. Crop Reporting Board.. Tree nuts by states. Washington, D.C., 1944-1966.

U. S. D. A. Economic Research Service. U. S. foreign agricultural trad.e by commodities,
calendar years 1964 and. 1966. Washington, D. C., August 1965 and, July 1967.

U. S. D. A. Economic Research Service. Marketing Economics Division. The domestic tree nut
industries. Washington, D.C., November 1964.
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indication of this accommod.ati.onmay be found in comparing the

amount of sales in the shelled and in-shell forms. Table 2 presents

this comparison between marketings of domestically produced file.-

3/bert, walnuts, and pecans. The chart displays, then, that, in

all years for which such data were available, consumers have taken

outstandingly greater quantities of shelled pecans from the market

than of the in-shell product. The transition from a preponderance

of in-shell sales to a dependency in marketing upon the shelled. form

occurred in 1957 for walnuts and. has been effective since that date.

Contrary to the pattern of walnut and pecan sales, however, filbert

marketings have accentuated the in-shell product throughout the

recorded period. It can at least be noted. that this marketing

behavior appears to be inconsistent with recognized consumer

preferce.
Although the extent of the competition has not yet been estab-

lished,, it may further be noted from Table 2 that sales of all fil-

berts from domestic production have been minuscule in comparison

to total marketings of domestically produced. pecans and walnuts.

Almond sales from d.omestic sources to U.S. buyers have also been

considerably in excess of the corresponding figures for filberts.

3/
So that a meaningful reflection of accommodation to domestic

consumer preference may be given, sales for export have been de-
d.ucted from total sales.



It becomes apparent, then, that in attempting to compete for a

share of U. S. consumer demand for nut products, the filbert in-

dustry has been confronted by a disproportionate presence on the

market of domestically produced. related nuts.

Aithoughits resident state grows nearly the total amount of

dome stically- supplied filbert marketings, the Oregon filbert

packing industry cannot acquire and, hence, process sufficient

domestic filberts to satisfy the entire U. S. demand. By their own

admission, most Oregon filbert packers surveyed place primary

emphasis in marketing upon the in-shell product, finding this form

the more lucrative in terms of returns. Thus, as high a proportion

of total filberts handled as permitted by the filbert marketing order

is placed on the preferred market. The quantity of filberts offered.

for sale in the shelled form by domestic packers has the status of a

residual and varies directlywith the size of the domestic filbert

crop.

In a sense, then, the Oregonfilbert packing industry aband.ons

a varying proportion of the U. S. shelled market to external sources

of supply. The shelled imports which enter this void are nearly

exclusively of Turkish origin (U. S. D. A. The domestic tree nut

industries, 1964). Depending upon total U. S. yield of filberts,

in some years these imports have literally captured the U. S.

shelled filbert market by default; in all years covered in this study
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they have procured a substantial market share. The degree of

their market penetration in satisfaction of an unfulfilled, portion of

shelled filbert demand is illustrated in Table 3.

A characteristic of the demand for in-shell filberts which

significantly affects the operations of packers is the seasonality

of that demand. By means of Table 4a this condition is revealed

for observation. Here it may be learned that inmarketing years

1966-67 and 1967-68 the great bulk of in-shell filbert sales were

transacted during the months of October, November, and December.

In the case of the notable quantity of in-shell filberts taken from

the market in March of both marketing years considered., the nuts

were, in fact, marked for delivery in the following fall. It appears,

then, that the demand for in-shell filberts is specific in its appar-

ent orientation to the occasions of the holiday season.

Perusal of Table 4b indicates that the situation with regard

to shelled filberts is not so extreme. Sales of the shelled product

appear to have been more evenly distributed throughout the mar-

keting season than in the former case. It may perhaps be true of

the demand for shelled filberts that it issues not from the occur-

rence of certain definite circumstances and. becomes, therefore,

a broader base from which to support an economic enterprise.
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Table 3. Share of Imports in Shelled. Filbert Sales, U.S., 1946-
1966.'

Total quantities Percent
Sales from Imports of taken from market imports are
domestic shelled (Domestic prod.uc- of total

Year production filberts tion plus imports) shelled sales
(Tons) (Tons) (Tons) (Percent)

1946 1, 190 4,876 6, 066 80.4
1947 3, 640 2, 710 6, 350 42.7
1948 865 3,651 4,516 80,8
1949 3, 990 3, 134 7, 124 43.9
1950 840 2, 158 2, 998 71.9
1951 600 4,027 4,627 87.0
1952 3, 730 2, 130 5, 860 36. 3
1953 535 2, 613 3, 148 83.0
1954 1,611 3,961 5,572 71.1
1955 1, 356 2, 739 4,095 66.9
1956 207 3, 105 3, 312 93.7
1957 3, 891 2, 214 6, 105 36.3
1958 1, 653 3, 568 5, 221 68. 3
1959 3, 545 3, 236 6, 781 47.7
1960 2,895 2, 375 5, 270 45. 1
1961 5,498 1, 238 6,736 . 18.4
1962 2,918 1,561 4,479 34.9
1963 1, 759 2, 583 4, 342 59.5
1964 1, 747 2,617 4, 364 59,9
1965 2, 329 2, 288 4.617 49.6
1966 5, 267 2, 212 7,479 29.6

Source; U. S. D. A. Crop Reporting Board. Tree nuts by states.
Washington, D.C., 1944-1966.
U.S.D.A. Economic Research Service. Marketing Economics
Division, The domestic tree nut industries. Washington, D. C,,
November 1964.
Cooperative Extension Service, Oregon State University and Oregon
Crop and. Livestock Reporting Service, U, S. D. A, Oregon com-
modity data sheet: filberts. Corvallis, March 15, 1966 and Feb-
ruary 14, 1968.



Table 4a. Distribution of In-shell Filbert Sales Throughout the Marketing Year,

1966 -67 Marketing year 1967-68 Marketing year (October-August)
Months of the Quantities %. Monthly sales Months of the Quantities % Monthly sales are
marketing year sold are of total sold marketing year sold of total sold

(Tons) (Percent) (Tons) (Percent)
October 2,492,9 42.9 October 1,584.7 34.4
November 1, 944.7 33.5 November 2, 238. 5 48.6
December 455.4 7.8 December 333.8 7.2
January 22.8 0.4 January 57.6 1.3
February 39. 2 0. 7 February 5. 8 0. 1
March 263.3 4.5 March 341.7 7.4
April 24,O 2.1 April 23.5 0.5
May 0,0 0.0 May 0,0 0.0
June 0. 0 0. 0 June 11. 6 0, 3
July 0, 0 0. 0 July 0. 0 0. 0
August 62,0 1.1 August 8.2 0.2
September 403.2 6.9 September ---

Total 5,807.5 100.0 Total 4,605.4 100.0

Source: Sales invoices of six firms of Oregon filbert packing industry, marketing year 1967-68.
Sales invoices of seven firms of Oregon filbert packing industry, marketing year 1966-67,



Table 4b. Distribution of Shelled Filbert Sales Throughout the Marketing Year.

1966-67 Marketing year 1967-68 Marketing year (October-August)
Months of the Quantities % Monthly sales Months of the Quantities % Monthly sales
marketing year sold are of total sold marketing year sold are of total sold

(Tons) (Percent) (Tons) (Percent)

October 65.2 3.6 October 31.1 6.9
November 389.6 21.6 November 69.1 15.5
December 176.3 9.8 December 68.5 15.3
January 162.6 9.0 January 93.6 20.9
February 114,5 6.4 February 55.7 12.5
March 245.8 13,6 March 26.6 5,9
April 169.7 9.4 April 68.5 15,3
May 155.5 8.6 May 4.4 1,0
June 76.1 4.2 June 10.0 2.2
July 93.4 5.2 July 19.0 4.3
August 81.2 4.5 August 0,0 0.0
September 71.5 3.9 September ---

Total 1,801.4 100.0 Total 446.5 100.0

Source; Sales invoices of six firms of Oregon filbert packing industry, marketing year 1967-68.
Sales invoices of seven firms of Oregon filbert packing industry, marketing year 1966-67.

I



A Preliminary Overview of the Packing Industry

There are several attributes of the structure of the Oregon

filbert packing industry whose elaboration will serve to orient the

analysis of inter-firm relations to be undertaken, The first of

these properties relates to the size of the industry, For the pur-

poses of this study, this characteristic is judged in terms of number

of firms comprising the industry.

The Oregon filbert packing ind.us try is composed of nine

firms who are the primary handlers and. processors of the entire

domestic production of filberts. Production of the raw product is

extremely localized, and. the industry has developed a locational

pattern which is supply-oriented. The nine firms are, therefore,

located in close geographical proximity to one another, The

firms further demonstrate their close ties in the high degree of

informal organization and personal contact and. acquaintanceship

which exist among the packers,

A second factor of relevance to the subsequent intra-ind.us try

analysis concerns the degree of economic concentration within the

industry. The measure of concentration employed here relates to

All firms range within the extremes of Beaverton and Eugene.
The packers maintain an organization which meets periodically.
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the relative volume of sales mad.e by each firm. Based upon this

standard., an indication of the existence of concentration of market

power in the Oregon filbert packing industry is presented. in

Tables 5a and. 5b. With regard. to the 1966-67 marketing year,

this condition is encountered in both in-shell and shelled. marketings.

In the former trade, the leading firm accounted. for nearly 36 per-

cent of the sales of the seven firms considered.. The second. firm

in terms of volume of in-shell sales transacted. 23 percent of the

business. The figures for the shelled trade for the two preeminent

firms were 45 and approximately 23 percent of sales of the surveyed

firms.

As marketing year 1967-68 began, the organization of the

packing industry had been somewhat altered.. The firms formerly

designated. as A1 and. A2 had. accomplished a merger and became a

single entity denoted. here by the appellation A. In spite of the

relative smallness of the filbert crop in this year, the newly

organized firms was able to approach the level of in-shell sales

attained by its pred.ecessor firm in the previous year. Firm D

was able to nearly maintain the amount of its in-shell marketings.

In this trade, the two firms made, respectively, approximately 47

and 26 percent of the sales of the six firms analyzed. These enter-

prises d.ominated. also the shelled. trad.e, controlling 29 and 26

percent of the marketings.
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Table 5a. Volume d In-shell Filberts Sold by Firms, 1966-6 7 and
1967-68 Marketing Years.

1966-67 Marketing year 1967-68 Marketing year
Volume of Volume of

Firm sales Firm sales
(Tons) (Tons)

A1 2, 086. 7 A 2, 186. 3
A2 738. 1
B 589.2 B 278.7
C 39.0 C 146.0
D 1, 327.8 D 1, 180. 3
E 779.7 E 586.9
F 247.1 F 227.6
Total sold of Total sold of
seven firms 5, 807. 6 six firms 4605. 8
Source: Sales invoices of six firms of Oregon filbert packing indus-
try, marketing year 1967-68. Sales invoices of seven firms of
Oregon filbert packing industry, marketing year 1966-67.

Table Sb. Volume of Shelled Filberts Sold by Firms, 1966-67 and
1967-68 marketing years.

1966-67 Marketing year 1967-68 Marketing year
Volume of Volume of

Firm sales Firm sales
(Tons) (Tons)

A1 810.4 A 141.0
A2 127.0
B 128.2 B 37.0
C 0.0 C 34.0
D 407.2 D 125.6
E 216.2 E 80.0
F 112.4 F 62.9
Total sold by Total sold by
seven firms 1, 801.4 six firms 47909

Source: Sales invoices of six firms of Oregon filbert packing in-
dustry, marketing year 1967-68. Sales invoices of seven firms of
Oregon filbert packing industry, marketing year 1966 -67.
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Of further interest to this preliminary characterization of

the filbert packing industry is a description of the mechanisms

presently employed industry-wide and. individually by some firms

to facilitate marketing. Encompassing all packers in its applica-

tion is the filbert marketing order which became effective in the

packing industry commencing with the 1949 crop year, The van-

able nature of output of the filbert crop was being transmitted to

the packer level in the form of annually fluctuating quantities of

filberts available for marketing. Unstable prices became the

ultimate result, and. the marketing order was effectuated to allevi-

ate this situation. Under the provisions of the order, regulation

of the amount of filberts placed on the domestic market by packers

extends only to the in-shell form of the prod.uct. That portion. of

packer filbert acquisitions designated as 'free may be d.isposed. of

on the U.S. market in in-shell form; the remainder is restricted

either to in-shell exports or to shelling. In this manner, the

packing industry attempts to stabilize the supply of in-shell filberts

reaching the domestic market.

Several firms in the filbert packing ind.ustry are attempting

to increase their control over the quantity of unprocessed. filberts

they obtain through schemes to gain command. over sources of

supply. Other than the cooperative method. in existence in the

industry and, already referred to, two method.s are being utilized.
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to tie together production of the raw product and marketing of

processed filberts. One processing firm is attempting to integrate

its operation vertically to include production of raw filberts through

acquisition of orchards. At least one firm pursues control over

supply by negotiating contracts with growers committing these

producers to deliver their output to it.
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CHAPTER III

PRICING ANALYSIS, NONRICE COMPETITION,
AND STATISTICAL RESULTS

Inter-Firm Relations

As previously noted,, the data used, in this azialysis of inter-

actions among firms of the filbert packing. industry emanated. from

company sources, This information is subject to certain limita-

tions which have similarly been explained at an earlier point.

There d.oes remain, however, one unad.dressed question to settle

before commencing the discussion of this section, This concerns

how to make the data employed, available to the read.er's scrutiny and

corroboration. The price data collected are extensive and. would

be cumbersome to present in full. For this reason, it has been

decided to present these data in abbreviated form as given in

Append.ices I-IV.

With regard to in-shell filberts, prices resulting from

transactions are shown for the months of October, November, and.

a portion of December. Since this period, represents the prime

marketing season for the in-shell product, little information will

go unpresented. by excluding the remainder of the year. Although

shelled filbert sales are mad.e throughout the entire marketing
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year, price data regarding these transactions are presented. only

for the five heaviest trading months in each year stud.ied and for

only several of the most commonly purchased. packs and. sizes.

Season opening prices for both in-shell and shelled filberts are

shown for the two marketing years as received from the firms.

The procedure of analysis used here was simple visual comparison.

A price differential between firms' quotations of one-fourth cent

per pound or greater was arbitrarily considered. significant,

Degree. of Competition

Two broad divisions of competition appear relevant to this

attempt to portray relationships among firms of the filbert

packing industry. Initially, the degree of price competition thought

to exist in the industry and animpression of its meaningfulness will

be discussed. for the reader's appraisal. Later, the various forms

of nonprice competition employed by firms will be presented.. In

commencing the treatment of pricing relations, it seems appro-

priate to elaborate a conceptual framework of the industry which

may be revealing of the nature of inter-firm relationships. Subse-

quently, the price data collected, will be utilized, to either give

support to or to belie the hypothesized industry situation.

Since both in-shell and. shelled transactions by packers are gen-
erally bulk sales to wholesalers, a price difference of one-fourth
cent per pound.. or more could. be influential on this volume basis,
One-fourth cent per pound is equivalent to $5. 00 per ton.
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This proposed. conception of the filbert packing industry

is derived, from the integration of certain descriptive character-

istics of the industry's structure with aspects of oligopoly models

developed by several economists. From Chapter II it will be re-

called that the filbert packing ind.us try is characterized by a rela-

tively small number of firms with a substantial volume of total

sales accruing to one or two of them. It may be further mentioned.

that the close ties within the industry promote a situation in which

firms have probably become quite knowledgeable concerning the

cost and demand conditions facing each other. The combined.

presence of these circumstances can theoretically be conducive

to the development of a sort of casual oligopoly in which there is

no formal coordination (Nicholls, 1941).

In general, an. oligopoly exists when a few firms are so highly

interdependent that one's actions directly and. significantly affect

the policies of the others (Doll, Rhodes, and. West, 1968). This

interdependence becomes circular in that a cognizant firm's actions

become dependent upon its anticipations as to its few rivals'

reactions (Nicholls, 1941). At least with respect to the in-shell

filbert trad.e, the demand is apparently so stable that one firm's

attempt to acquire an increased, share of the market can be

realized, only at the expense of the other industry members. A

policy to augment market share would, in this case, most probably
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be met by retaliation in kind,.

It seems defensible to accept the assumption that in seeking

to establish themselves in the in-shell trade the packing firms

recognize the circular interdependence that exists in a policy of

enhancement of market share. Industry members must have

learned by experience that any strategy undertaken for the purpose

of enlarging the volume of onets in-shell sales will be equalled by

rival firms (Nicholls, 1941). It appears that firms, both small and

large, in the filbert packing industry may, then, be inhibited, from

presently und.ertaking price competition in their purchasing acti-

vities by the threat of circular interdependence. To the smaller

packers inability to secure an adequate supply of the unprocessed

filbert crop has been a.major limitation to expansion of their in-

shell sales. These small handlers have been held. in this posi-

tion through certainadvantages, developed, in the past, which have

enabled several firms to secure large portions of the total output

of raw filberts and., therefore, to establish themselves as

dominant in-shell marketers.

This view was learned from packers during interviews.
For example, the attractions of cooperative processing and.

marketing have drawn a large number of filbert growers into mem-
bership in the cooperative member of the industry. The ability of
the second. largest handler .to ind.uce growers into contract arrange-
ments may be due to its financial capacity to support technical
assistance and other services provided to contracted. producers,



This study accepts the above-described situation as over-

shadowing and determining the extent and direction of in-shell

competition within the Oregon filbert packing industry. Generally,

it seems reasonable to expect little competitive interaction between

the dominant sellers and the low-volume packers in the in-shell

trade. The small handlers would most likely not attempt to engage

the larger packers in price competition to obtain greater purchases

of raw filberts, for the dominant firms would. rend.er such action

futile by matching any change in prices paid. to growers. On the

other hand., it is probably of little consequence to the dominant

sellers what selling prices the small firms quote to buyers of in-

shell filberts. The dominant firms' power to command a large

part of raw filbert supply is the key to their market control on the

selling side. The smaller firms are reduced to selling what they

can on the in-shell market based upon the quantity of the raw prod.uct

they are able to. obtain. The dominant firms then preempt the re-

maining volume demanded which apparently has been the major

share, In the end., in-shell d.emand must wait upon the large seller

to achieve its full satisfaction. Thus, to the d.istribution of in-shell

sales among large and. small firms, it would. not appear to matter

It should. be noted that the U, S. demand for in-shell filberts is
satisfied totally from domestic production. Those packers ac-
quiring the bulk of the domestic filbert crop would. then, indeed., be
in a position to supply the major share of the in-shell prod.uct
demanded..
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whether or not the small firms follow the price leadership of the

dominant sellers or devise an independent policy in pricing.

Although pricing does not appear to be a decisive factor in

the relationship between dominant and small sellers, it takes on

relevance when the relations among small firms are considered,

The portion of inshell filbert sales accruing to the small sellers

is probably allotted among them on a competitive basis. Price

competition.is likely to be utilized as a method for determining

market shares within the general small firm marketing sphere.

As long as the small sellers restrict themselves from upsetting

the balance in purchasing of raw filberts, the dominant firms

should have little objection to price competition in selling among

the small firms, for on the selling side the former operate beyond

its reach.

The final inter-firm relationship of interest concerns that

among the dominant firms. Inability to. obtain price data from

one member of the dominant group has necessarily limited the

scope of this aspect of the analysis. In this respect, the study

lacks exhaustiveness, for it was not possible to a.scertain how one

major seller acted relative to its peers in establishing prices.

However, with respect to marketing year l96768, this limitation

is not seen as being of a serious nature, for in that year the newly

organized. cooperative's domination of in-shell filbert sales was
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conclusive. For 1967-68, therefore, this stud.y concludes that the

dominant sector of the in-shell filbert trade was occupied by a

single preeminent firm.

The situation encountered, in the 1966 -67 marketing year is

a little less certain. Although.price data for two of the dominant

firms in the in-shell trade were obtained, the pricing activities

of the third member of the dominant group remained an unknown.

If, however, the oligopoly conditions described above did. exist,

it might be anticipated. that in-shell selling prices quoted. by the

two analyzed firms would. be' somewhat uniform. This should. have

been the case unless imperfections had developed in the hypothesized

collusive agreement or understanding (Bain, 1959). Perhaps

such devices to protect market shares may not have bee±i rigor-

ously observed. In this case, oligopoly might comprehend. a sort

of persistent instability of prices (Bain, 1959).

The primary price data collected will now prove useful in

appraising the validity of the above conception of the industry.

For his own verification, the reader is reminded, that Appendices

I-IV are provided, for this purpose.

In terms of these data, a description, of the pricing situation

regarding in-shell sales in 1966-67 gives the following impressions.

All the firms classified, as dominant and several of the smaller

sellers mad.e season opening prices available inpublished. form.
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The order of appearance of these price lists shows one of the larger

firms initiating their release, while the two other dominant firms

were the last to make such information available. Based. on this

sequence, those smaller sellers which provided, season opening

prices are observed, to have followed the leadership of the lead-

off dominant firm only occasionally. There can be seen no uni-

formity of prices whatsoever between the two small firms quoting

opening prices. Among the dominant firms there is only occasional

evidence of the exertion of price leadership in the formulation of

in-shell opening prices.

The record. of in-shell prices generated. throughout

marketing year 1966 -67 is no more indicative of a pattern of

cooperation in pricing. According to these data, the smaller

sellers regularly competed. among themselves. They also set in-

shell filbert prices in apparent independence from the dominant

firms. For the two firms of the dominant group for which price

data from marketings were available, the in-shell pricing pattern

resembles greatly price competition with little evidence provided

to indicate price cooperation. With regard. to the presence of a

collusive understanding in the relations of these dominant in-shell

sellers, all that may be said. is that if one existed it was not

effectively organized.. In summary, for in-shell sales transacted

in marketing year 1966 -67 price leadership cannot be said to have
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existed. in a practical sense at any stage of inter-firm relations.

The situation inmarketing year 1967-68 concerning in-shell

pricing relations was somewhat more orderly than was the case in

the previous year. This is particularly true in the consideration

of season opening prices for in-shell filberts. In the establishment

of these prices, the price leadership of the dominant firm, which

singly handled 47 percent of in-shell sales, was followed consis-

tently by several of the smaller sellers. A second. firm, handling

23 percent of in-shell sales, which might also be classified as

dominant set its opening prices in uniformity with those of the

principal seller. In considering actual prices quoted in transaction

however, this firm is no longer included, in the analysis, for it

refused to produce records of these prices. For practical pur-

poses, then, the principal seller emerges in the position of one

dominant firm functioning in relation to a fringe of small sellers.

To a substantial degree, these small firms pursued an independent

course in pricing, Further, with some examples of price simi-

larity, this fringe of small sellers generally did not engage in

cooperative price setting.

Up to this point, the discussion of firm interactions in

pricing has centered. upon this inter-firm behavior exclusively in

regard. to in-shell filbert sales. The in-shell filbert trade is

ideally structured, for analysis within a framework of oligopoly.
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The very stable nature of demand for this product rend.ers its

disposition well suited. to the application of a marketsharing

attitude. Shelled. filbert marketings, on the other hand, do not

accommodate themselves so neatly to collusion. The demand. for

shelled filberts is not recognized as possessing the characteristic

of stability. Partially due to its conformity to the consumer

preference for convenient food. items, demand for the shelled.

product may be subject to stimulation. An increase in the shelled

sales of one firm, therefore, need not be gained, at the expense

of other firms. Furthermore, domestic shelled. filberts reaching

the market are a residual of total raw filberts purchased.. The

size of these marketings are not uniform between years, and it

would appear very difficult to establish stable market shares under

this situation. Also, the division, of the industry into particular

firms designated. as dominant and, others as small in terms of

sales may, potentially, not hold in the present case. It is pos-

sible that a firm may, ind.eed., be a d.ominant seller of in-shell

filberts but retain only a small reserve to place on the shelled

market.

Turning to the price d.ata from shelled filbert sales in

marketing year 1966-67, it is found that in formulation of

season opening prices price' cooperation occurred at times but

only sporadically. The d.egree of cooperation in pricing in 3ctual
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transactions is seen. to have been of minor consequence.

Referring now to the price data for shelled filberts in 1967-68,

season. opening prices exhibit a complete adherence to a system of

price cooperation. The record. of prices resulting from trans-

actions throughout the marketing year shows that in practice there

was some dilution, of the tendency toward cooperation in pricing.

However, it should be. noted that the 1967 crop year produced. a

small crop, and. so there is a paucity of data concerning shelled.

marketings available for comparison.

Within, industries which are so structured that the initiation

of price competition threatens to elicit reactions from other firms

to restore prices to their former relationship, nonprice competi-

tive means may be employed to express inter-firm rivalry for

increased, market shares. This substitution of nonprice for more

direct competition seems to be relevant to the Oregon filbert

packing ind.us try particularly with respect to the raw filbert pur-

chasing activities of the. firms. It was noted. in interviews that

packers emphasized differentiating their services to growers in

an attempt to develop prod.ucers preferences for selling the raw

prod.uct to them. Nicholls (1941) mentions several method.s of

serving growers some of which appear to be utilized, by filbert

packers.

In general, the clustered, arrangement of packing plants
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within several zones of the production area gives no firm the ad

vantage of greater convenience of location. However, filbert

packers are able to distinguish themselves before growers by

several other means. At least two packers, one organized as a

cooperative and, the other as a regular corporation, provide tech-

nical advice through field men to members or growers who have

been contracted to deliver their crop.' Certain of the packers

may at times attempt to attract the patronage of growers by

offering to perform the service of hauling the crop to the plant.

When feasible financially, as inducements in attracting sources of

supply, firms undoubtedly devise policies for compensation whose

terms are convenient and helpful to growers. Further, various in-

tangibles intended to produce grower loyalty such as personality,

friendliness, and. reputation for favorable dealing are employed, by

packers. Some of these services are difficult to duplicate and may

allow a packer a viable alternative .to price competition for in-

creasing his share of raw filbert purchases.

While quantities of raw filberts secured seem to regulate

volume of in-shell filbert sales and. price competition apparently

continues to exist in marketing, a nascent nonprice competition

It is not known to the writer what proportion of filbert growers
operate under such contracts. While the use of this method was
acknowledged. by the corporation in question, no information re-
garding number of growers involved was given.
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has been appearing on the selling side. This development is

occurring particularly among the so-called. dominant sellers.

It is these firms which exist in a latent oligopolistic relationship,

and they may be discovering product differentiation a more ac-

ceptable and successful method. of inducing consumer preference

for their products than price competition. One method of de-

veloping buyer preference widely used in the ind.ustry is the incor-

poration of certain discounts into the terms of payment of sales.

However, these conditions of sale are so common that they have

probably become mutually neutralizing.

Several forms of product differentiation as yet of more

limited application and, perhaps with greater effect are branding

and packaging of the product. Presently within the Oregon filbert

packing industry the use of brand.ing in differentiating products

is found principally among the major handlers. In the 1966-67 mar-

keting year the three packers designated here as dominant all

identified their in - shell filberts by brands. The same branding

procedure was employed, by the two largest sellers. in the following

year. In neither year were the small packing firms noted to have

engaged in important branding activities.

The principal method of packaging both in-shell and. shelled

filberts for distribution has traditionally been to use 100, 50, and

25-pound bulk burlap bags and. 35-pound. bulk cartons. Although
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all packers surveyed, continue to employ the 100-pound bag and

35-pound carton exclusively in packing shelled filberts, an

innovation in in-shell packaging has emerged. In both marketing

years studied all dominant sellers and. even several of the small

firms had. ad.opted a means of packaging whereby cartons of several

standard. weights are packed. with individual one-pound cellophane

bags of the in-shell product. Although these product d.ifferen-

tiating method.s of brand.ing and packaging can alter inter-firm

relationships, it may be difficult for firms to match each others'

distinguishing efforts closely enough to reestablish the former

status quo (Feilner, 1949).

Product Innovation

A third form of nonprice competition among firms utilizes

what may be called product innovation. This manner of competing

involves the development by firms of new forms of and. uses for

their product which are in conformity with the discerned trend of

consumer preference. Product development of this nature is an

expression of the view that consumer& wants and. desires should.

dictate to a major extent the activities of the marketing process

(Kohis, 1967). The question regard.ing Oregon filbert packers

is how well have they been respond.ing to consumer preferences.

In producing their products, have the firms adapted. them to



changing consumption habits and patterns.

If the desire of consumers for more highly prepared fciod

products is applicable to filberts, processing services embodied in

the finished. prod.uct may be m re in demand than the physical raw

or semi-processed commodity1 itself. Shelling represents the

primary phase in rendering the filbert more convenient to use,

and all the packers surveyed shelled, at least some of their pro-

curement of filberts. However, filberts which are shelled, are a

residual left over after that quantity of the nut sanctioned for

domestic sale in-shell has been set aside, and in short crop years

the amount shelled has typically been small.

In the packing industry as a whole, manufacturing of filberts

has scarcely made a beginning. Only two firms, both of them

small seller have marketed any form of highly manufactured

filberts. One packer has reorganized. his operation and has begun

shelling, chopping, and. slicing filberts on an exclusive basis. The

other has been, offering the nut in. chopped. and. meal form. In

marketing year 1966 -67 one d.ominant firm engaged. in the blanching

of filberts. By the following year the number of major sellers

undertaking this operation had risen to two.
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Effect of Crop Size Variation on Pricing

Selling price quotations by member firms of the Oregon filbert

packing industry have previously been examined. to learnwhat pat-

tern of inter-firm relations they suggest. Now these primary price

data will be utilized, to compare the actual effect upon pricing of total

domestic production variation against the expected. reaction. In

realizing this analysis, the first undertaking concerns the con-

ceptualizationof pricing response to the output situation.

Table 6 presents information useful in pursuing this initial

phase of the investigation. It may be seen here that total d.omestic

production of filberts exhibited. a pattern, generally, of annual

variation. In a number of these cases, the crop size variation was

of considerable amplitude. If total production were, indeed., the

principal determinant of marketable filbert supply, filbert prices

could be expected. to fluctuate on a yearly basis. However, at

least with respect to in-shell filberts, the supposition here is that

crop size variation should not be an effective agent in price formu-

lation. This is conjectured because output of raw filberts does

not primarily determine the quantity of in-shell filberts reaching

the domestic market.

The domestically marketable supply of the in-shell product

is, in fact, established by procedures embodied in a filbert
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Table 6. Total Domestic Filbert Production and. Quantities of
In-shell and. Shelled. Fiberts Available for Marketing
From U.S. Sources, 1946-1966

Quantities available Quantities available
Total domestic for marketing for marketing

Year p rod.uction in-shell shelled
Tons Tons Tons

1946 8,450 8,450
1947 8,800 8,800
1948 6,440 6,440
1949 10, 800 8, 100 2, 700
1950 6, 570 7, 610
1951 6, 740 7, 045
1952 11, 790 8, 043 4, 144
1953 4, 900 6, 229
1954 8, 620 7, 151 2, 017
1955 7, 710 8, 202 524
1956 3, 040 4,480
1957 12,510 7,973 4,682
1958 7, 540 6, 919 2, 559
1959 10, 100 7, 214 3,884
1960 8, 950 7, 580 2, 264
1961 11, 760 7, 165 5,405
1962 7, 780 7, 280 1, 285
1963 6,960 7, 169
1964 8,090 6, 794 1, 594
1965 7, 740 6,037. 2, 974
1966 12, 220 6, 781 6, 260

Source: U. S. D. A. Crop Reporting Board. Tree nuts by states.
Washington, D.C., 1944-1966.
Filbert ControL Board.. Prepared. material pertinent to recom-
mending free and restricted percentages. Tigard, Oregon,
September 17, 1968.
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marketing order. The relationship between total domestic filbert

production and quantities available formarketing in the in-shell

form is displayed in Table 6. The latter column was computed

after the manner prescribed, by the filbert marketing order by

ad.ding together the current year's production and. the merchantable

in-shell carryover from the previous year and multiplying that sum

by the free percentage determined, by the Filbert Control Board..

These amounts do, indeed., represent the allowable in-shell quan-.

tities which could be placed. on the domestic market over the period.

studied. It may be noted. that the effect of the marketing ord.er

11/ .Actually, incalculating the d.esired. amount of in-shell filberts
to be permitted. on the domestic market, the Filbert Control Board.
uses an estimate of total domestic production rather than actual
output. However, if there occurs a significant discrepancy between
the estimated and. true yield, a revision, is undertaken to clarify
the situation. The free percentage refers to that portion of d.orn-
estic filbert production plus carryover which may be marketed in-
shell domestically. These free percentages as received, from the
Filbert Control Board. are presented. in the following box:

1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957
75% 100% 100% 66% 100% 78% 94% 100% 63%

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
73% 65% 77% 57% 85% 100% 81% 67% 52%

The figures given for theyears 1946, 1947, and. 1948 are total
domestic production.' Prior to the inception of the filbert mar-
meting order in 1949, there was no restriction on quantities of
filberts which might be offered on the U. S. market in in-shell form.
The figure for 1949 was determined without the inclusion of carry-
over, for this datum was not available from crop year 1948.
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with regard to in-shell filberts was to d.esignate marketable

quantities of the product for which the annual variations inherent

in total production had. been generally diminished. By performing

this stabilizing function, the filbert marketing. order, it should be

expected, would have also reduced. the effects of crop size varia-

tion. This should be the case with respect to price formulation,

and. in-shell prices established on the basis of authorized mar-

ketable supply of in-shell filberts ought to be more stable from

year to year than those formulated under the influence of total

domestic filbert production. With exclusive reference to quan-

tities available for marketing in the in-shell form, the degree of

stability exhibited. between years by these designated. amounts is

considerable except for several years of extreme crop size

variation. This stability has been particularly noteworthy since

1958. Under this situation of relatively constant marketable supply,

development and maintenance of stability of in-shell filbert prices

from one year to the following might certainly be expected. This

course of action seems even more probable when it is recalled.

that the demand for in-shell filberts has been quite stable.

The market supply situation. regard.ing shelled, filberts is

the converse of that for the in-shell product. The filbert mar-

keting order d.oes not apply to shelled filbert sales; however, the

quantities of filberts reaching the d.omestic market in shelled. form
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are, nonetheless, subject to a kin4 of regulation by packers' mar-

keting preferences. It has alread.y been mentioned. that filbert

packers prefer to sell filberts in the in-shell form; theoretically,

then, quantities of filberts available formarketing in the shelled

form are a residual of the sanctioned marketable in-shell supply

deducted from total domestic production and. carryover. Indeed,

the third columnof Table 6 was obtained, by subtracting the current

domestic output plus handler carryover times the free percentage

from that sum of current yield and inventory. Since quantities

of filberts authorized, for in-shell sale und.er the marketing order

have been quite regular, this residual denoting filberts which are

restricted from domestic sale in-shell has generally varied with

total domestic production. From Table 6 it is evident that quan-

tities of filberts available for marketing in the shelled, form have

not remained, uniform from year to year." With demand. for

shelled, filberts hypothesized to be volatile in nature and marketable

13/ However, not all of this so-called. restricted, proportion ac-
tually is sold in shelled form on the domestic market. Part of it
becomes carryover, and some is exported. in-shell, But, if de-
sired by packers, the total amount could. be marketed. shelled..

note of explanation is due regarding the blank spaces in the
third column of the table. Generally, none of these spaces repre-
sent zero domestic quantities sold. shelled., for domestic packers
have marketed. shelled filberts in all years studied. Rather, the
blanks are conceptual amounts signifying that in these years packers
were permitted to market their entire output in in-shell form if
desired. For the three years included prior to the effectuation of
themarketing order in-shell sales were not regulated. After 1949
a blank year indicates that the free percentage was 100%.
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supply variable, it may be anticipated. that. wide annual fluctuations

occur in shelled, filbert price quotations.

The price data gathered from member firms of the filbert

packing industry may now lend. itself to illustrating how consistently

in-shell and shelled filbert pricing have responsed to the respective

market supply situations)--'' For this analysis the reader is again

referred to Appendices I-IV and. asked to compaYe prices not be-

tween firms, but rather between the two years illustrated.. Mar-

keting years 1966 -67 and 1967-68 were particularly selected for

analysis, for they present the contract between a large and small

crop year. Information pertinent to price formulation is given

in the fo11owing box; amounts were computed in the manier des-

cribed for Table 6.

1966-67 1967-68
marketing year marketing year

JTotal domestic filbert
Iproduction (tons) 12, 2O 7, 540

ntities available for
rketing in-shell (tons) 6, 781 6, 984

Lntities available for
rketing shelled (tons 6260 1, 638

15/ Throughout this analysis, the influence of demand for in-shell
and. shelled filberts in setting prices for these products is implicit.
It is recognized., then, that in-shell prices are established under
conditions of stable marketable supply and stable demand.. The
hypothesized volatile shelled filbert demand is acknowledged. as
having a role in formulating shelled prices along with the variable
market supply.
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In comparing pricing with respect to crop size variation, the

assumption is made that a similar relationship would be found for

any such combination of contrasting crop years studied. That is,

the situations described below are believed to be typical of past

pricing behavior in similar circumstances.

It is shown above that while total domestic production of

filberts varied greatly between the two years, quantities of filberts

allowed, on the market in in-shell form under the marketing order

were remarkably alike. Yet, comparison of in-shell season

opening prices shows that they'were, generally, quoted. appreciably

higher in 1967-68 than in the preceding year. When prices from

actual in-shell transactions are contrasted. within identical pack,

grade, and time designations, it is seen that prices were, indeed,

consistently higher in 1967-68 thanwas the case in marketing year

1966-67.

On. the other hand, since these amounts vary directly with

total domestic production, pricing policy regarding quantities of

filberts conceptually available for marketing in the shelled form

offers no surprises. Inniarketing year 1967-68 the marketable

supply of shelled filberts from domestic production was considerably

less than the amount available in 1966-67, and season opening

prices for shelled filberts reflected this fluctuation in supply.

The price discrepancies between the two years were very
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substantial. Actual shelled prices quoted throughout the con-

trasted marketing years confirm that quotations for the same

pack, size, and time period were always greater in the latter

year.
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Characteristics of Demand for In-shell and
Shelled Filberts

Introduction: Presentation of the Statistical Models

Determination of some attributes of in-shell and shelled.

filbert demand relevant to marketing the products was approached.

through the least squares method. of estimation. As d.escribed

earlier, the procedure of analysis employed, was stepwise linear

regression. Those demand characteristics of interest to the study

includ.e price elasticities of demand, cross elasticities of demand,

income elasticities, effect of population growth on pricing, and the

determinants of d.emand for imported shelled filberts. For the

purpose of develophig this information, five statistical models

have been proposed. and. subjected to analysis.

This group of regression equations is comprised of the models

specified below.

(1) Y1
o

+ + 2x2 +
3

+4 + 5x5

where,

Y1 = price of domestic in-shell filberts

= quantities of domestic filberts available for
marketing, in in-shell form

= total quantities of d.omestic almonds available for
marketing



= total quantities of domestic walnuts available for
marketing

= total quantities of pecans available formarketing

= total U. S. population.

(2) Y=6+6 +6 +6 +6 +6
2 0 1x1 2x2 3x3 4x4 5x5

where,

Y2 = price of shelled filberts

= total quantities of shelled filberts available for
marketing

x2 = total quantities of domes tic almonds available for
marketing

x3 = total quantities of domestic walnuts available for
marketing

= total quantities of pecans available for marketing

x5 = total U.S. population.

(3) Y =6+6 +6 +6 +6 +6
3 o 1x1 :2x2 3x3 4x4 5x5

where,

Y3 = quantities of in-shell filberts taken from the market
on a per capita basis

= price of domestic in-shell filberts

x2 = price of domestic almonds

x3 price of domestic walnuts

= price of pecans

per capita personal disposable income.
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(4) Y = +
4 0 lx

where,

+ +2x2 3x3
+4

+
4 5x

Y4 = quantities of shelled filberts taken from the market
on a per capita basis

= price of shelled filberts

x2 = price of domestic almond.s

x3 = price of domestic walnuts

x4 price of pecans

= per capita personal disposable income

(5) Y5= + + +
0 1x1 2x2 3x3

where,

Y5 = net imports of shelled filberts

x1 = quantities. of domestic filberts available for
marketing in the shelled, form

x2 price of imported shelled filberts

= net imports of shelled filberts from the previous year.

Of the five equations analyzed. only the results obtained, from

three will be fully presented. The read.er will have noted. that

models (1) and. (3) and models (2) and. (4) provid.e duplication in

estima.ting price and. cross elasticities of demand, respectively,

for in-shell and shelled filberts. One model from each of these



pairs will be utilized to describe these demand characteristics,

while some results of the remaining member will be reported as

evidence in support of or contrary to the selected characterization.

Since it alone presents information regarding the composition of

U. S. demand for imports of shelled filberts, equation (5) will be

fully discussed.

Discussion of the Data Employed in the Models

Under the discussion of procedure and methodology of

Chapter I it was mentioned that the data available for use in

filbert demand analysis did not at times accurately reflect the

intendedmeaning of variables in the statistical models. Thin

present section attempts to apply this generalization, where

appropriate, to the data utilized, as model variables. It discusses

how the values of the various variables were computed and. seeks

to present a rationale for the use of all data.

In pursuing these objectives, it will be convenient to evalu-

ate models grouped. as pairs on the basis of similarity of data

employed. Equations. (1) and (2) are related. in this manner. In

the former, the dependent variable, Y1, is indicated to signify

price of domestic in-shell filberts. In terms of data utilized,

this variable is represented by prices paid. to U. S. filbert growers.

Since the study has intend.ed to determine price and cross elasticities
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of demand for filbert products at the packer level, the use of

grower prices in these estimations regarding the in-shell form is

inappropriate. However, they were the only filbert prices avail-

able which covered the period of analysis. These grower prices

are record.ed in terms of dollars per ton.

Turning to equation (2), it may be noted. above that the de-

pendent variable, Y2, expresses price of shelled filberts. The

values assigned to this variable reflect prices of Turkish imported

shelled filberts f. o. b., New York. For the years 1956 through

1965 these prices were available from official published sources.

Prices reported. for extra large and. regular Turkish shelled

filberts f. o. b., New York, were averaged, for each year and.

converted to units of dollars per ton. The import prices for 195 0-

1955 and. 1966 were contrived in the following manner. To prices

of Turkish shelled, filberts f. o. b., Instanbul were added the eight

cents per pound. Ti. S. duty and. a figure representating transporta-

tion cost to New York computed as the average of shipping costs,

Turkey to New York, from 1956 through. 1965. These contrived

prices do represent a possible source of error in the statistical

analysis. of the model. They are recorded in dollars per ton. In

attempting to determine price and cross elasticities of demand for

shelled filberts at the U. S. packer level, these import prices are

only meaningful if price quotations for the domestic shelled.
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product possess some equivalency to the import prices. That this

relationship exists cannot be determined with the data available

to this study; however, the import prices seem the best alternative

manner available for expressing shelled filbert prices.

In both equations (I) and. (2) the ind.ependent variable x1

expresses quantities, respectively, of the domestic in-shell

product and of shelled filberts available for marketing. The

conception of marketable supply regarding in-shell filberts has

been discussed and its use rationalized, in an.earliersection.of

this chapter. Its manner of computation was also explained at

that point.

On the other hand., with respect to estimation. of price elasti-

city of demand, this study's visualization of quantities of shelled.

filberts available for marketing has und.ergone alteration.. The

conception.of marketable supply of shelled filberts presented

previously pertained to the d.omestic product only. In the present

analysis, the relationship of interest concerns that between total

quantities of shelled filberts available for marketing and. shelled.

prices. To obtain this totality of domestic market supply in

shelled form, imports of shelled filberts have been ad.d.ed to the

shelled product available from domestic sources. For purposes

of estimating price elasticities of demand for both in-shell and

shelled filberts, total quantities. of domestic filberts available
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for marketing in in-shell, form and total marketable quantities of

domestic and imported shelled filberts, respectively, would

appear to have the most direct influence upon in-shell and shelled.

prices. In both equations, x1 is expressed. in units of tons.

The remainder of the corresponding variables comprising

equations (I) and. (2) are identical in terms of what they symbolize

and the values they take. The independent variables x2, x3, and

x4 express, respectively, total quantities of domestic almonds,

of domestic walnuts, and of pecans available for marketing. In

terms of values assigned to them, these variables are repre-

sented. by total sales from domestic production of each nut..

These data represent the nearest approximation to total domestic

quantities available for marketing that was available for these

related nuts. As mentioned in an earlier example, it was not

possible to separate almond marketings into sales in-shell and.

sales shelled., although walnut and. pecan sales were subject to

this distinction. So, to maintain consistency, in estimating cross

elasticities of demand. with respect to in-shell and. shelled. filberts,

quantities of the three related nuts entered. the computations as

total sales of domestic walnuts, pecans, and almond.s

It should. be explicitly recognized. that in computing total
quantities of the related. nuts available for marketing only domestic
sources of marketings were considered. This exclusion of imports
of related nuts could contribute to error in the estimation of cross
elasticities of demand.



undistinguished as to form. It is possible that this inability to

effectively differentiate sales. of the related nuts into those in-

shell and those in shelled form may represent a source of error

in. the determination, of these cross elasticities. Variables x2,

x3, and x4 are all expressed in terms of tons.

In both equations und.er consideration, x5 signifies popula-

Lion and. is expressed. in figures for total U.S. population over the

period, of interest. This varible was introduced, into the analysis

to ascertain the effect of population growth on in-shell and. shelled

filbert pricing. As a trend. variable extending and analyzed. over

a period of time, the population variable purports to represent an

increase in demand attributable to population growth and to measure

its effect on price determination. However, since the prices used.

in the statistical analysis were not deflated., any increase in filbert

prices could. be attributed, to a demand. shift to the right only with

caution. Equation. (1) has been analyzed over the period 1946

through 1966. Since import prices for shelled. filberts could. not

be ascertained prior to. 1950, the analysis. of equation (2) extend.s

only from that d.ate through 1966.

Equations (3) and (4) may similarly be d.escribed and

evaluated as a pair. In both models, the dependent variables

stand for quantities of filbert products taken from the d.omestic

market on a per capita basis. More specifically, Y3 represents
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per capita quantities of in-shell filberts from domestic sources

removed, from the domestic market. For purposes of analysis,

this concept is expressed as total quantities of domestic in-shell

filberts sold to U. S. buyers divided, by total U. S. population for

the corresponding years.' Y4 symbolizes per capita quantities

of shelled filberts taken from the d.omestic market. This variable

assumes values computed as total sales on the U, S. market of

shelled, filberts from domestic production plus shelled imports

divided by the corresponding figures for total U. S. population.

These two variables do give an indication, of what actual U. S.

demand. on a per capita basis has been for in-shell and. shelled.

filberts over the period of analysis. Values of both Y3 and. Y4

are expressed in pounds per capita.

The independent variablex1 in equation (3) represents

prices of domestic in-shell filberts. As explained, above, the

only filbert prices available to express the desired concept were

prices paid to filbert growers. As previously done in equation (2),

prices of shelled filberts, in equation (4), represented by the

independent variable x1, were expressed. as import prices of

It was possible from information contained in official publica-
tions to separate marketings of domestic filberts into sales in-
shell and shelled.. In-shell sales to U. S. buyers represent total
sales of domestic in-shell filberts minus in-shell exports.



Turkish shelled filberts f. o. b., New York. In using these prices

to estimate pTice elasticities of demand for in-shell and shelled.

filberts at the U.S. packer level, the.same limitations detailed

for equations (1) and (2) applyhere. The prices are both quoted.

in dollars per ton.

In both equations (3) and (4) the independent variables x2,

x3, and x4 represent, respectively, prices of d.omestic almonds,

of domestic walnuts, and.of pecans. The only prices concerning

these related prod.ucts available .ftom second.ary sources were

prices paid to growers for unprocessed almonds, walnuts, and.

pecans. With regard to these prices, it is not possible, then, to

speak in terms of in-shell or shelled. prices. In estimating cross

elasticities of demand regard.ing in-shell and shelled filberts at

the packer level, use of these undifferentiated. grower prices may

contribute to some error in the results. The prices are given in

dollars per ton.

The independent variable x5 in the two models under dis-

cussion relates to consumer income and is expressed as per capita

personal disposable incorne.in dollars over the period of interest.

When analyzed. in relation to per capita quantities. of in-shell and.

shelled filberts taken from the market, this per capita consumer

income variable should provide a good measure of income elas-

ticity of demand for the two forms of the product. As per capita
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personal disposable income has exhibited an upward. trend over

the period of analysis, the sign.of the estimated. coefficients of

x5 will indicate the effect of increasing disposable income upon

quantities d.emanded of in-shell and. shelled filberts. Equation. (3)

has been analyzed for the period. 1946-1966; because of the

previously noted unavailability of import prices, equation. (4)

includes only the years 1950 through.1966.

Equation (5 is an attempt .to discover those factors which

affect the domestic demand for shelled filbert imports. This

demand for shelled.. imports is represented. in the statistical

analysis by the dependent variable, Y5, and.is expressed. as net

U. S. imports of shelled filberts in tons. The determinants of the

amount of these shelled filbert imports were found to include, in

part, the independent variables, x1, x2, and x3, of the model.

The former independent variable expresses quantities of domestic

filberts available formarketing in the shelled form, and its

values have been computed in the manner d.escribed earlier.

The variable x2 represents prices, of imported shelled filberts

and. is expressed. in terms of import prices of Turkish shelled

filberts f. o. b., New York. The latter independent variable, x3,

represents net U. S. imports of shelled filberts in the year

previous to. that under analysis. Since in no year studied. d.id

domestic packers totally satisfy U. S. shelled filbert demand and
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imports were always required., it was thought that importers

would have become accustomed. to taking some shelled. filberts each

year. Based upon this supposition, the variable x3 was imposed

upon the model to discover whether shelled, filbert imports in.a

given year might not be in part related to quantity imported in

the previous year. In this analysis, the independent variables,

x1, x2, and x3, are expressed. in terms of, respectively, tons,

dollars per ton, and tons.

In equation (5) data from the years 1953 through 1966 have

been subjected. to analysis. On the basis of data available, the

analysis could have commenced with the year 1950. However,

the first three years were omitted from the analysis when it was

observed that the hypothesized relationship between imports was

not in evidence. Since the inclusion of x3 was directed. toward

revealing the effect of shelled imports in one year upon those in

the succeeding year, the apparent nonconformity of the import

pattern over 1950-1952 to the above hypothesis was considered

sufficient justification for deleting these years from the study.

Results of the Analysis. of In-shell and Shelled Filbert Demand.

Although four statistical models capable of explaining

characteristics of in-shell and shelled. filbert demand were

proposed and analyzed., two, one each for the in-shell and. shelled.



product, have become the principal sources of the information

presented. However, the remaining models dealing with in-

shell and shelled demand have not been neglected, but rather

have found use in qualifying certain results of the preferred models

and in providing more statistically significant findings than some-

times resulted from the primary equations, Regarding the presen-

tation of attributes of in-shell filbert demand, model (3) has been

chosen over model (1), and concerning demand for shelled filberts

equation (4) will be the principal source of information rather than

equation (2). Stated generally, the former selection was made,

because the result concerning one basic attribute of in-shell

demand was found to be far more consistent with expectations in

model (3) than in model (1). The latter choice of models was de-

cided upon in order to maintain consistency in the analysis of

demand, for model (4) is equivalent to model (3) in that quantity

and prices are assigned, respectively, to dependent and indepen-

dent variables in both equations.

There was little or no evidence to suggest the existence of

significant multicollinearity in the relations between independent

variables in any of the models analyzed. The highest degree of

correlation between independent variables was encountered in

models (1) and (2) where the simple correlation coefficients of

x2 against x5 measured . 7. In extremely few circumstances
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did relationships between other independent variables approach

this level. For purposes of verification of the statistical analysis,

the reader is referred to Appendices V-Vu which contain the data

used in the models analyzed.

With respect to the analysis of in-shell demand, the results

obtained from model (3) are presented in the format which fol-

lows. The figures in parentheses represent the t values for the

coefficients with which they are in association.

Y3 = 0675 - . 0000832x1 - .0000339x2 + . 0000999x3 +

(-1. 2157) (-1. 1532) (1. 6493)

.0000399x4 - .00000925x5; R2 = .59

(1. 7787) (-1. 0697)

This equation gives results taken from the final stage of this

stepwise linear regression process. The number of degrees of

freedom associated with this step is 15. The degree of statistical

significance of each of the estimated coefficients will be deter-

mined subsequently by comparing its t value against tabulated

values at various cY levels for a two-tailed t test at 15 d.f.

Any coefficient whose t value is located at an c level of larger

than 0. 3 shall be considered not statistically significant.

These coefficients estimated from the model were of value

in computing values for the various attributes of in-shell demand,
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From the coefficient of x1, it was possible to determine the price

elasticity of demand for inshell filberts under the conditions of

model (3). To obtain this measure of the responsiveness of

quantity of in-shell filberts taken from the market to prices

quoted, the following equation was used.

price elasticity of demand = coefficient of x1 xx..

Q

where,

P the mean of prices paid to filbert growers

and

Q = the mean. of per capita quantities of in-shell

filberts taken from the market

The measure of price elasticity of demand. for in-shell filberts

resultant from this. manipulation was -. 46. Based. upon the sign

and magnitud.e of this figure, in-shell filberts may be d.escribed

as a product the demand. for which is relatively inelastic in terms

of price. Judged. in the manner and. by the standard. presented.

above, the coefficient of was found. to be statistically signifi-

cant at the 0. 3 level.

Through computations utilizing the coefficients of x2, x3,

and x4, it became possible to measure the cross elasticities

of demand for in-shell filberts with regard., respectively, to
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price of almonds, walnuts and pecans. To achieve this illustra-

tion of the relationship between quantity of in-shell filberts taken

from the market and changes in the prices of these related

products the following equations were used.

cross elasticity of demand. = coefficient of x2 (x3; x4)
Qf

where,

and

= the mean of prices paid to almon,d (walnut;

pecan), growers

Qf = the mean of per capita quantities of in-shell

filberts taken from the market

The cross elasticities of demand. were computed. to be -. 31 with

respect to almonds, . 62 with respect to walnuts, and . 31 with

respect to pecans. The values would seem to indicate that, with

regard to in-shell filberts, almond.s are rather weak complements,

walnuts are not very strong substitutes, and pecans are weak

substitutes. Following the procedure suggested. above, the

coefficients of x2, x3, and were found to be statistically signif-

icant, respectively, at the 0. 3 level, at the 0. 2 level, and at the

0.1 level.

The income elasticity of demand. for in-shell filberts was



obtained through a computation involving x5. The relationship

between. consumer income movements and quantities of in-shell

filberts taken from the market was measured. by means of the

equation

coefficient of x X Y

Q
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Where Y = the mean of per capita personal disposable income

and, Q = the mean of per capita quantities of in-shell

filberts taken from the market.

Under the conditions of this model, income elasticity of demand.

for in-shell filberts was found to be -. 25. This value indicates a

high d.egree of inelasticity of demand. for in-shell filberts with

respect to consumer income. The in-shell product may be con-

sid.ered. an inferior good, and it appears that over time, as con-

sumer income has risen, fewer in-shell filberts have been taken

relative to. income. When round.ed off to three decimal places,

the coefficient of x5 is found. to be statistically significant at the

0. 3 level.

Altering the d.esign of model (3), model (1) assigns price to

the dependent variable and has independent variables representing

quantities; however, this model possesses equally the proprty of

determining characteristics of in-shell demand.. Several features

of information regarding in-shell demand. from model (1) seem
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worthy of reporting. The equation.which follows presents results

obtained, from step two of the stepwise linear regression process.

The number of degrees of freedom associated with this step is 18,

and the t tests of significance will be conducted using this value.

= 146. 36 - . 0248x1 + 2. 3792x5; R2 = .54
(-1. 8071) (3. 1996)

From the coefficient of x1, the price elasticity of demand.

for in-shell .filberts has been calculated. for the cond.itions of

model (1). The equation used in this computation was

x:E;
coefficient of x,

I

Where P = the mean. of prices paid. to filbert growers

and 0 = the mean of quantities of domestic filberts

available for marketing in in-shell form.

The measure of price elasticity of demand. for in-shell filberts

obtained, in this case was -2. 06. The coefficient used. in computing

this value, x1, was found. to be statistically significant at the 0. 1

level. This result shows the demand for the in-shell product to

be quite elastic in terms of price, and it is contrary to the corre-

spond.ing finding in model (3).

Nevertheless, the conception of in-shell filbert demand as

price inelastic shall be maintained for the purposes of this stud.y,

albeit with some obvious qualification. At least this condition of
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inelasticity did. prevail when the effect of in-shell price changes

upon quantities of the in-shell product taken from the market was

measured. When the stable nature of in-shell demand indicated.

earlier and further suggested by the income inelasticity of that

demand, is considered, the preference for the result from model

(3) does not seem unrealistic. Basically, within some zone of

economically rational action, quantities of in-shell filberts taken

from the market may not, indeed., fluctuate with prices quoted.

This description may be particularly apt if there are certain

"traditionalists1' who consider in-shell nuts a necessity of the

holiday season.

The other aspect of interest regarding in-shell demand

obtained from model (1) concerns the effect of population growth

upon. in- shell filbert pricing. The coefficient of the population

variable, x5, indicates a positive relationship of 2. 38 between

population and in-shell filbert prices quoted.. This coefficient

was found. to be statistically significant at the 0. 01 level. Since

population growth occurred. over the period of analysis, it seems

theoretically acceptable to conclud.e that demand for in-shell

filberts has. increased, relative to the stable marketable in-shell

That is, as total personal disposable income increases,
aggregate quantities of in-shell filberts removed, from the market
may remain relatively unchanged..
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supply maintained by the marketing order. The ind.ependent

variable x5 entered. the stepwise linear regression analysis at step

one, and. at this stage its R2 was 45. Noting the possibility

for bias in the R2 at this phase of the analysis, it seems possible

to attribute substantial explanatory power to population growth

and its concomitant, increased. demand, as important determinants

of in-shell filbert prices. One qualification must be entered into

this partial analysis of in-shell pricing. In-shell filbert prices

have not been deflated., and. any increase in these prices attributed

to increased demand. through population growth may, in fact, be

partially due to general inflation.

Model (4) was selected for primary emphasis in the analysis

of d.emand. for shelled. filberts. The results of the analysis of this

model are reported below.

= .0561 - .0000135x1 - .0000494x2 +
(-.6340) (-1.7124)

.0000406x4 + .0000154x5; R2 = .40
(1.6589) (1.5476)

These findings have been taken from the fourth of five steps in

this stepwise linear regression analysis. Thus, no coefficient o

x3, the prices paid. to walnut growers, is shown in the equation.

The number of degrees of freedom associated with step four is 12.

The statistical significance of coefficients will be tested by the
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method given above.

The price elasticity of demand for shelled filberts was corn-

puted using the coefficient of x1. This price-quantity relationship

was determined by means of the equation

coefficient of X P
Q

Where

P = the mean of import prices for Turkish shelled filberts

f. o. b., New York

and = the mean of per capita quantities of shelled filberts

taken.from the market,

With the use of these data, the price elasticity of demand. for

shelled filberts was computed as -. 34. According to this calcu-

lation, the demand for shelled filberts is quite price inelastic.

It is of note, however, that the coefficient of x1 proved, to be not

statistically different from zero.

Use of the coefficien.ts of x2 and. enabled. the cross

elasticities of demand between changes in almond and. pecan

prices and quantities of shelled filberts taken from the market

to be determined. This relationship was measured by means

of the equation
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and

coefficient of x (x ) X P24 r.
Qf

= the mean of prices paid to almond (pecan) growers

Qf = the mean of per capita quantities of shelled filberts

taken from the market.

rz

From these computations the cross elasticity of demand for shelled.

filberts with respect to almond prices was determined to be -. 52

and for pecan prices . 34. The relationship between shelled.

filberts and almonds is shown to be one of mild complementarity,

'9/while shelled. filberts and pecans appear to be we substitutes.

The coefficients of x2 and were both found. to be statistically

significant at the 0. 2 level.

The re'iationship between the trend.. of consumer income and

quantities of shelled filberts removed from the market has been

measured from the coefficient of the independent variable x5. This

income elasticity of d.emand for shelled. filberts was calculated

through the equation

19/ Through use of the coefficient of x3 taken from step five of
the analysis of model (4), the cross elasticity between walnut
prices and. quantities of shelled filberts taken from the market was
computed as -. 02. This ind.icates that shelled filberts and. walnuts
are minutely complementary. The coefficient of was not statis-
tically significant.
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and

coefficient of x5 X Y

Q

Y = the mean of per capita personal disposable income

= the mean of per capita quantities of shelled filberts

taken from the market.
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For the conditions of mod.el (4), the income elasticity is computed

as . 52. The positive sign of the value indicates that shelled.

filberts are in the category of normal goods, signifying that as

consumer incomes rise more of the shelled. product is taken from

the market. However, in the case of shelled filberts, that increase

in quantities demanded. is of a lesser magnitude than the associated.

rise in income. The figure computed for income elasticity of

demand. is substantially less than unitary income elasticity; so,

in. spite of the degree of increased, consumption accompanying in-

creasedi.ncome, the demand forshelled filberts is recognized. as

income inelastic. It is of note that relative to the in-shell product

shelled filberts possess a considerably greater income elasticity

of demand. The coefficient of x5 was iound. to be statistically

significant at the O 2 level.

Model (2) also possesses the property of relating information

concerning the demand. for shelled filberts. The results given



below were drawn from step two of this stepwise linear regression

analysis. The number of degrees of freedom associated with this

stage is 14.

Y2 = 66.28 - .0448x1 + 8.4307x5; R2 = .49
(-2. 3351) (3, 3645)

The coefficient of was employed in the following equation

to determine the price elasticity of demand for shelled filberts

under the conditions of the model.

where,

and

xprice elasticity of demand coefficient of
Q

P = the mean of import prices for Turkish shelled

filberts f. o. b., New York

Q = the mean of quantities of shelled filberts available

for marketing.

The measure of this relationship for the shelled, product which

was derived was -6. 09. This value represents a high degree of

price elasticity of demand. and conflicts with the inelastic nature

of shelled filbert demand. shown in model (4). However, there.are

several reasons why the price elastic value is to be preferred over

the earlier computation.
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cant even at the 0. 3 level, the coefficient associated with the

price elasticity of demand for shelled filberts determined from

model (2) has been found to possess this attribute at the 0. 05 level.

Further, given the greater income elasticity of shelled filberts

relative to the in-shell prod.uct, it is difficult to dismiss the in-

consistency encountered in discovering that in terms of price

shelled filbert demand from model (4) shows greater inelasticity

than the corresponding computations for in-shell filberts. It

seems more consistent with the hypothesized and now partially

demonstrated volatile nature of shelled demand to infer that

quantities purchased. of the prod.uct would be affected. also by the

prices quoted.

Model (2) further presents a measure of the effect of popu-

lation on shelled filbert pricing. The population variable, x5,

represents population growth over the period, of analysis, and its

coefficient indicates a positive relationship between the increased

demand it generates and shelled, prices. This coefficient of x5

is statistically significant at the 0. 01 level. At step one of the

analysis of model (2), the stage at which entered, the R2 .29.

Thus, the possibility of bias notwithstanding, it appears that the

demand engendered by population growth is far less influential in

formulating shelled filbert prices than is the case with insheU prices.



Demand for Imports

Model (5) is an attempt to determine those factors which

affect quantities demanded of shelled filbert imports. The results

shown below emanate from the final stage of the analysis of the

model. The degrees of freedom associated. with this step are ten.

= 5212 - . 1685x1 2 0000x2 + . 1938x3; R2 = .44
(-1.9423) (-1.9251) (.7698)

The magnitud.e of R2 indicates that the ability of the variables con-

tamed in this model to explain shelled import demand is far from

inclusive. However, this degree of explanatory power represents

the highest level achieved in three attempted models.

The coefficients estimated from the model indicate directly

the direction and degree of the relationship between the independent

variables and imports of shelled filberts. As will be recalled,

represents quantities of domestic filberts available .for mar-

keting in the shelled form. The coefficient of this variable in-

dicates that a one ton increase in quantities of domestic shelled

filberts would. result in a . 17 ton decrease in shelled imports. It

would seem that simply augmenting the domestic supply of shelled

filberts may not represent an important means of reducing the

entry of Turkish shelled filberts.

Of apparently greater influence upon imports of shelled



filberts is x2, import prices of Turkish shelled filberts f. o. b.,

New York. According to the coefficient of x2, an increase of

a dollar per ton in these import prices would result in a two ton

decrease inimports. If increasing the supply of domestic shelled

filberts would lower the price of the domestic product relative to

the import price, upward movements of might create a situation

in which an increase in x2 was effectively realized. The coefficient

of indicates that for each ton of shelled filberts imported in a

given year . 19 ton of that amount may be attributed to the size

of shelled imports in the previous year. The coefficients of x1

and. x2 were found to be statistically significant at the 0. 1 level.

The coefficient of was discovered to be not significant at the

0. 3 level.



CHAPTER IV

SOME EVALUATIONS OF CURRENT
PRICING AND MARKETING BEHAVIOR

IN THE PACKING INDUSTRY

To this study, the worth of the information derived from the

analysis of the last chapter is its usefulness in providing a basis

for appraisal of present packer pricing and marketing behavior.

The extent to which the filbert packing firms appear to perceive

and rely upon characteristics of filbert demand, inter-firm rela-

tionships, and crop size variation informu].ating pricing, product

differentiation, and product innovation policies will be evaluated.

It is perhaps well at this point to comment encompas singly

about the validity of the results of the statistical analysis just

concluded. Concisely stated, unavailability of data agreeing fully

with the intent of model variables, conflicting results from equiva-

lent models, and lack of statistical significance of coelficients all

contribute a share to the qualification, of certain, aforementioned

findings of the demand analysis. The unimpressive magnitude of

R2 values from the models analyzed lends credence to the view

that, in terms of the data by which they are expressed, independent

and. dependent variables have notat times been well related to one an-

other -for purposes of explaining the determination of values of the latter.

However, with these reservations, this evaluation of packer



pricing policies and marketing strategies will proceed to utilize

the results of the statistical analysis. The application here of

information gained regarding industry and product characteristics

may serve to assess the adequacy of packer performance in

pricing and marketing.

Pricing Policy

In light of what has been learned regarding demand for in-

shell filberts and in-shell supply allowed to reach the domestic

market, an observer of the filbert packing industry might expect

to discover policies of stabilization and enhancement followed in

pricing in-shell filberts. This anticipation is, of course, based

upon the assumption that filbert packers consider as desirable the

results of such strategies.

The stable nature of in-shell filbert demand has been illus-

trated in preceding figures and tables depicting quantities of the

in-shell product taken from the market. Although tempered. to a

degree with caution, the results of the statistical analysis of in-

shell demand do appear to confirm the relative stability of that

demand. The price inelastic character of the demand indicates

that, within some limits, quantities of in-shell filberts taken from

the market are unresponsive to price fluctuations. With regard to

in-shell filberts, the income inelasticity of demand may be
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interpreted, in an aggregate sense, as indicating that despite the

rise in total consumer income over the period of analysis, aggre-

gate absolute amounts. of in-shell filberts that have been taken from

the market have remained approximately the same.

Although the domestic filbert crop has been shown to vary

often substantially on an annual basis, it has been explained that

this crop size variation is generally no longer transmitted to quan-

tities of in-shell filberts reaching the domestic market. The fil-

bert marketing order has accomplished the stabilization of amounts

of domestic filberts available for marketing in in-shell form. This

relative stability of domestically marketable supplies of in-shell

filberts may be expected to contribute to the formulation of stable

in-shell filbert prices.

Since the conditions of in-shell demand are faced by each

packing firm and the restriction on marketable in-shell supply is

applied ind.us try-wide, these discussions of price stabilization and

enhancement relate to policies for the filbert packing industry as a

whole. Assuming, then, that the filbert packers do, indeed, desire

to stabilize the industry's pricing of in-shell filberts between years

at some attractive level, the circumstances of the in-shell trade

This may be true in an aggregate sense, since additions to in-
shell filbert consumption through population. growth may have been
sufficient to compensate for the decline in quantities of in-shell
filberts taken from the market indicated by the negative income
elastic nature of demand computed. on a per capita basis.
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seem well adapted to achievement of this objective. However, in

spite of the in-shell demand and marketable supply situation des-

cribed, price quotations recorded in Appendices I and II demon-

strate that between marketing years 1966-67 and 1967 -68 the

anticipated stability in in-shell pricing was not realized. When

it is recalled from the analysis of model (1) that the demand gen-

erated by population growth appeared to be a major determinant

of in-shell filbert prices, the wide annual fluctuation encountered

in these prices is remarkable. Under the influence of population,

prices would be expected to change gradually, in small increments,

over time. Although the filbert packers may recognize the rela-

tive constancy of in-shell demand. and comprehend its significance

for pricing, they fail to utilize the accompanying stable marketable

in-shell supply to stabilize in-shell filbert prices. In apparent

disregard. of the stabilization provided by the marketing order,

the in-shell prices quoted in 1966-67 and in 1967-68 varied with the

fluctuation in total filbert production.

By failing to seize the opportunity to stabilize in-shell prices

between years, the filbert packing industry has been forfeiting its

capability to stabilize to the degree possible total revenue from ifl

shellfilbrt sales. Having postulated.from the analysis a relatively con-

s tant in - shell demand, quantities of the ix - shell prd.uct actually taken
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from the market have been shown to possess reasonable stability

between years.' In combination with the potentially stable in-

shell filbert prices, these similar yearly in-shell sales could in-

troduce a measure of stability into the industry's total revenue

from the in-shell trade. Through stabilization of its total in-shell

returns, the industry might inject into its over-all operations an

orderliness which would appear attractive.

Knowledge concerning the approximate level of gross revenue

from in-shell sales is of value, for costs incurred in processing

the in-shell product should be susceptible to estimation between

years. In spite of labor and transportation cost movements, the

rather simple and unvarying nature of the in-shell handling process

and the relative stability of quantities of filberts available for

processing in in-shell form permit this anticipation of costs in

the in-shell trade. From this coupling of total revenue and cost

information, the packing industry enables itself to assess what its

in-shell profit position may be from one year to the following and

even, albeit with less accuracy, to estimate the trend of profits

from this trad.e over time.

Assuming the possession of knowledge regarding the supply

As suggested earlier in the study, the more substantial vari-
ation in in-shell sales between years is attributed not to instabil-
ity of in-shell demand,, but rather to exceptional limitations in
marketable in-shell supply occasioned by a very small domestic
filbert crop.
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packing industry would not be expected to merely stabilize total

revenue from in-shell sales. The nature of in-shell demand and

the subjection of marketable in-shell supply to regulation permit a

more lucrative ultimate manipulation affecting these returns. If

the packing industry has been aware of or understood the price

inelasticity of demand for the in-shell product, it would have real-

ized that in-shell prices are subject to stabilization specifically at

enhanced levels. Consequently, it should be possible for the in-

dustry to stabilize total in-shell returns at a.maximum attainable

point.

This conception of in-shell price stabilization indicates that

an increase in these prices may be induced and. the price level

maintained, by regulation of marketable in-shell supply. Through

limitation of supplies of in-shell filberts reaching the market, the

price of the in-shell product may be enhanced. This enhancement

of in-shell price may be retained by stabilizing quantities of dom-

estically marketable in-shell filberts at the point which provides

the desired price effect. These services of limiting and stabilizing

marketable quantities of in-shell filberts are both performed through

procedures of the filbert marketing order. This marketing order

provides, then, the tools not only for stabilizing in-shell prices

but also for enhancing their level. Ultimately, these procedures
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returns at the highest levef attainable.

It has already been indicated, that in-shell price stabilization

and, consequently, stabilization of total in-shell returns have not

occurred. Although the marketing order's capacity in this respect

has not been effectively realized, the employment of this instrument

in achieving enhancement of in-shell price and. maximization of

total in-shell returns remains to be analyzed. Specifically, the

effectiveness of the industry's use of the.marketing orderin

limiting marketable in-shell supply to the level which enhances in-

shell price to the in-shell revenue-maximizing level is under con-

sideration.

This evaluation.of the packing industry's performance in

pursuing maximum in-shell price enhancement has been performed

by d.e te rmining that marke table in - shell quantity which. maximizes

total in-shell returns. For this purpose, the equation

+ 2X2 + 3X3 + 4X4 + 5X5
q 2

was used. The values of these variables and. coefficients were ob-

tamed from model (3) of the previous demand analysis where

= the mean of domestic almond prices,

= the mean of domestic walnut prices,

= the mean of pecan prices,
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= the mean of per capita consumer income.

In the present case, q = the marketable in-shell quantity which

leads to a price that maximizes total in-

shell returns.

This optimum marketable quantity was computed to be 4, 011 tons.

With the exception of several extremely small crop years

in which marketable in-shell supply was limited by actual physical

unavailability, quantities of domes tic filberts available for mar -

ketingin in-shell form over the period, of analysis have been con-

sistently greater than the optimum amount. For example, over

the period. 1958-1966 marketable in-shell quantities ranged between

approximately 6, 100 and 7, 500 tons. According to the above calcu-

lation, then, the marketing order has been allowing more in-shell

tons on the market than is optimum for maximum enhancement of

in-shell price resulting in maximization of total in-shell returns.

In presenting this evaluation, severaL limitations regarding

the meaningfulness of the optimum marketable supply figure for

maximum in -shell price enhancement resulting in maximization

of total in-shell returns should be mentioned. Firstly, the limita-

tion of marketable in-shell supply to this amount supposes that in-

shell demand is, indeed., as price inelastic as computed in the
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analysis of demand.. That is, the d.egree of price inelasticity of

in-shell demand must actually be sufficient to induce consumers to

continue purchasing similar quantities of in-shell filberts even at

the higher, return-maximizing price. Further, as it was computed.

using mean values of the variables, this optimum marketable in-

shell supply is an average figure pertaining to the entire period, of

analysis. Thus, the optimum marketable amount for in-shell

revenue -maximizing price enhancement in any particular year

covered in the analysis would. not have conformed. precisely to

4, 011 tons, for conditions affecting the in-shell trade d.id at times

vary between the years und.er study. However, the computed. opti-

mum figure does indicate the general magnitude of marketable in-

shell supply which will achieve the maximum enhancement of in-

shell price for maximization of total in-shell returns.

From the analysis of characteristics of the filbert packing

industry may come an explanation of the industry's apparent

disregard of its opportunity to stabilize and. enhance in-shell filbert

prices. Inter-firm relations appear to take precedence over con-

siderations of supply and. demand. in formulating in-shell price.

In the analysis of firm relationships, it was discovered, that corn-

petition has existed among the small packers in pricing the in-shell

product. With regard to these firms, theeffort to capture a major

portion of the in-shell trad.e allotted, to them seems more influential



for in-shell pricing than cooperation in stabilizing and. enhancing

price. In-shell prices, in this case, are established on the basis

of a competitive relationship rather than being impersonally deter-

mined by the interaction of a price inelastic in-shell demand and a

controlled, marketable in-shell supply. Perhaps the competitive

method. of in-shell pricing is advantageous for those small packing

firms which through price manipulation are able to divert a larger

share of the attainable in-shell trad.e to themselves.

Although competition in in-shell pricing has been shown to

exist among the dominant in-shell packers, the hypothesized rela-

tionship among these firms appears different from that among the

small packers. Competition would. not appear to be a viable method.

of in-shell price formulation among the dominant in-shell sellers,

for reactions of dominant firms to in-shell price changes by peers

should. neutralize any price ad.vantage gained.. In the in-shell trade,

these dominant marketers seem ideally related to cooperate advan-

tageously in the stabilization and, enhancement of in-shell price.

A market sharing arrangement appears well suited to the

relationship among the dominant firms. With a division of

the in-shell trad.e accruing to them established., the dominant

sellers may through.mutual self-interest work ind.epend.ently to

stabilize and. enhance their in-shell price. Each dominant

firm would. share in the stabilized and. maximized total in-shell

returns on 'the basis of its share of the in- shell
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market. Although this policy of in-shell pricing seems a realistic

and advantageous outcome of their relationship, the dominant firms

have apparently not adopted it.

The conditions of shelled filbert demand. and. market supply

have not readily permitted. a policy of price stabilization and en-

hancement for this product. As has been demonstrated in the

previous analysis, demand. for shelled. filberts appears to be quite

price elastic. The conformity of the shefled. form to the consumer

preference for convenient food items may give to the shelled demand

the volatility of potential growth. Since marketable in-shell supply

has been relatively stable and total domestic marketable filbert

supply has varied, marketable quantities of shelled filberts from

domestic sources have been an.unstable residual. Und.er these

conditions of volatile demand and fluctuating marketable supply,

it would. be most difficult to stabilize shelled, prices between years.

Further, because of the price elastic nature of shelled. d.emand, it

would. not be possible to greatly enhance shelled. filbert prices

without suffering a.loss of quantities taken from the market,

The filbert packing.ind.ustry has followed a pricing policy

for shelled. filberts, of augmenting price when marketable shelled

supply was low relative to demand. and reducing it when marketable

quantities rose. This practice of ad.justing shelled filbert prices

to the varying market supply cond.itions may enable the industry
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to maximize total shelled returns in each year. In the case of lower-

ing price in the face of a relatively great marketable shelled supply,

the industry has been using the price elastic nature of shelled. de-

mand to ad.vantage. Given this shelled, demand. and market supply

situation, it appears that in pricing the shelled product the industry

has been pursuing the course most likely to maximize total shelled.

returns.

Product Differentiation Policy

Using conformity to characteristics of demand, inter-firm

relations, and marketable supply situations as standards of effective

performance in product differentiation, this section seeks to evaluate

the present uses of advertising, branding, and. packaging in mar-

keting of in-shell and shelled filberts. This ratherobjective criterion

for judging behavior in these areas has been adopted., because it has

been difficult to ascertain what firm or industry objectives are in

pricing and marketing filberts. Thus, the author is left with little

alternative other than to judge thecurrent product differentiation

policies as to their consistency with the information gained, from

the earlier analysis. On the basis of this evaluation, it cannot be

said. whether or not these policies are goal-oriented..

In discussing advertising policy, it is necessary to consid.er

this aspect of product differentiation separately for the in-shell and.
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shelled products. Because of the differing character of in-shell

and. shelled, filbert demand., prod.uct promotion may have distinct

effects upon marketing of the two forms of the nut.

With regard to in-shell filberts, no promotional activity

carried, on individually by firms was noted. For the most obvious

reason that in-shell filberts marketed by all firms appear phys-

ically alike, this reluctance of individual packers to advertise

this product form seems proper. Assuming, however, that in-

shell filberts are subject to d.ifferentiation through advertising,

the stable in-shell demand. discovered, in this analysis would in-

dicate that advertising of the in-shell prod.uct by firms would. only

divert the already existing demand from one packer to another. On

the basis of this likelihood, once their market shares in the in-

shell trad.e were established, the dominant sellers would. not be

expected to alter independently the amount of their in-shell ad-

vertising or to initiate such promotion if it had not been under-

taken previously. Under these conditions, however, the small

packers in their competitive relationship might, indeed., be

suspected of employing in-shell advertising as a weapon to gain

additional sales.

Generally, then, the dominant in-shell sellers would. be

expected to engage in little active in-shell promotion. The rela-

tionship among the small firms would appear to render in-shell
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advertising a viable marketing strategy for theiruse. In actuality,

no advertising of in-shell filberts is carried on by any packer on

an individual basis.

The nature of demand. for shelled filberts gives to this product

an advertising potential very much greater than that d.escribed for

in-shell filberts. In this study, shelled. demand has been found. to

be volatile and., on the basis of the shelled. product's conformity to

consumer preference, further hypothesized to be subject to potential

expansion. On the basis of the character of its demand, advertising

of shelled filberts may prove attractive to all sellers of the product,

Since the results of this study characterize shelled filberts as pos-

sessing qualities which may bode well for a growing demand, it

appears that a packing firm advertising its shelled. product on an

individual basis may stimulate demand for it without necessarily

detracting from the shelled sales of others.

Conflicting with this apparently attractive outlook for firm

advertising of shelled. filberts is the situation regarding shelled.

market supply from domestic sources. Although the difficulty of

advertising agricultural products induced by lack of control over

supply is not unique to filberts, it may be intensified, with regard to

this crop. As shown earlier in the study, the amount of the

domestically-produced marketable shelled, supply nearly always



fluctuated annually and often radically. Thus, packers may never

be certain in any year that they will be able to fill the d.emand they may

have created.

In advertising shelled filberts, then, the packers face a

dilemma. Although they may be capable of stimulating shelled.

demand for the benefit of all firms, the small, unstable amount of

marketable shelled supply the packers presently provid.e is not

adequate to satisfy even current domestic shelled demand. There

is no reason for firms to incur the cost of promoting shelled, filberts

until the market supply of the product from d.omestic sources has

not only been augmented but certainly stabilized to the extent pos-

sible, It has been observed that currently filbert packing firms

individually do no advertising of shelled filberts.

In addition to product promotion by individual firms, ad.ver-

tising of filberts may be accomplished on an industry-wide basis.

Such promotion, involving the participation of all members of the

trade, may be carried on to attempt to d.iferentiate the industry's

common products from related. products. From the results of this

study concerning cross elasticities of demand, it has been shown

that there is either no substitutability between filbert products and.

other major domestically-produced. tree nuts or that its degree is

slight enough to be of little consequence for filbert sales. If these

results are accepted, there seems to be little value in employing



advertising to further reduce this already unimportant substitu-

tability.

However, still there does remain a need for joint promotion

of in-shell and shelled filberts. A study has shown that filberts

are products not familiar to many consumers (U. S. D. A., Peanuts

and tree nuts, 1957). Filbert advertising by the trade could be

beneficially employed in alerting potential buyers to the existence

and availability of the products. No such promotion directed at

creating a greater awareness of in-shell filberts has been under-

taken; yet, it might contribute to enlivening the stagnating demard.

Advertising to encourage the use of shelled, filberts is, however,

presently being effected by the packers on a cooperative basis.

This study finds this promotional activity inconsistent with the

pre sent domestically-produced marketable shelled, supply situation.

Any promotion of shelled filberts would be more effective if d.e-

ferred. until the time that the commitment has been mad.e to bring

domestic shelled supply up to the level of domestic demand.

Branding and packaging of products, like advertising, are

means of distinguishing one prod.uct from another of similar or

identical characteristics. The assessment of brand.ing and.

That filbert consumption may be successfully promoted can be
observed particularly in the case of West Germany. In the past few
years this country has been greatly increasing its imports of
filberts. See U.S.D.A. Foreign agriculture, November 11, 1968.



packaging policies as currently developed in the filbert packing

industry is the subject of this section. The employment of these

product differentiating techniques by firms gives to their employer

the opportunity to alter its relationship to other firms in the market.

With regard to the dominant in-shell sellers, the present

utilization of branding and packaging is judged as good. All firms

classified in this group brand their product and also package it in

a similar manner. The initiation of these policies and their

adoption finally by all the major in-shell sellers may contribute

to the establishment of market shares in that portion of the in-shell

trade accruing to these packers. If the current uses of branding

and packaging are stabilized among these firms, the maintenance

of market shares might be achieved. For these dominant in-shell

packers branding and packaging represent vjable methods for the

delineation of market shares, and the stabilization of these policies

is important for establishment of cooperation in stabilizing and

enhancing in-shell price.

For the smaller filbert packers branding and packaging may

be useful competitive weapons in their in-shell trade. Several

among these small in-shell sellers have innovated in packaging.

Such packaging policy may have the effect of increasing the in-

shell sales of these firms at the expense of their peers and is

evaluated positively in light of the competitive relationship
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observed among the small packers. However, none of this group

of firms apparently employs branding in marketing the in-shell

product, although this procedure could be advantageous in improving

their competitive positions relative to one another.

With regard to the shelled filbert trade, branding and in-

novative packaging of the shelled product might be beneficially

initiated by all filbert packers. As hypothesized earlier, shelled

demand may well be susceptible to expansion. Packers may, then,

use branding and convenient packaging to attract to themselves a

share of this potentially growing demand and also to capture more

of current demand. Currently, however, all packers use an

identical bulk carton to market shelled filberts.

Product Innovation Pol

The filbert packing firms presently maintain their traditional

dependence in marketing upon the in-shell product. The major

utilization of domestic filberts is, indeed, in in-shell mixed nut

packs. The principal demand for in-shell filberts occurs during

the short period of October to December. Those domestic filberts

which are shelled generally receive no further manufacturing and

appear in shelled, salted mixed nut packs. However, this em-

phasis upon in-shell sales and the low level of manufacturing com-

mon to d.omestic packers do not exhaust the potentital for



preparation of the filbert. In Europe filberts are used in a wide

variety of baked goods, desserts, and candies (U.S.D.A. Foreign

agriculture, December 16, 1968). Preparation of filberts in con-

venient forms through more refined manufacturing may encourage

the development of these uses of filberts in this country.

In spite of the opportunity offered by increased manufacturing

of filberts, packers face a dilemma in considering this course of

action. Generally speaking, the U. S. consumer has been demon-

strating a desire that food products be in readily usable form when

purchased. Perhaps, then, the most promising manner in which

to encourage a greater demand for filberts may be to present

them to the consumer in forms convenient for new uses. On the

other hand, there is also some consumer demand, albeit rela-

tively stable and highly seasonal, for filberts in their in-shell

form. The packers consider the in-shell trade presently their

most remunerative endeavor. Under the present conditions of

domestic crop size, it appears that the packing industry cannot

both satisfy present in-shell demand and fill a demand for manu-

factured filberts should one be developed.

In light of this conflict of interest, this study considers that

the filbert packers are generally pursuing their presently best

alternative course in the area of product development. As long

as the in-shell trade remains lucrative, continuance of the
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dependence on in-shell sales seems reasonable. However, it might

be hypothesized that use of nuts in their ia-shell form is a tradi-

hon which may one day be assigned to the past, while shelled and

manufactured nuts may belong to the future of convenience products.

Assuming this picture to possess some plausibility, one short-

coming of the packing industrys current product innovation policy

is observed. Even the limited marketable shelled supply available

now from domestic sources is very little used for manufacturing.

The packers might beneficially initiate some slicing and chopping

of the shelled supply they presently place on the market. Such a

policy could prove useful in commencing the development of con-

sumer demand for forms of filberts convenient for use in food

preparation.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
A MORE EFFICIENT PRICING POLICY AND

MARKETING STRATEGY

Since this study has been undertaken for the purpose of

evaluating and, if appropriate, improving upon current packer

performance in pricing and marketing filberts, a fitting way to

conclude the foregoing work is to recommend policies of perhaps

greater benefit to the filbert packing industry than those presently

in use. This conclusion, then, embodies recommendations for

formulating relatively more efficient pricing and marketing poli-

cies for the industry. As set forth at the beginning of the study,

the conception of efficiency in filbert marketing and pricing em-

ployed here requires that the policies followed conform to char-

acteristics of filbert demand., inter-firm relationships, and market

supply situations. This chapter, thus, is thoroughly norrxiative in

approach and presents policies which the author believes should

be implemented in light of the analysis conducted.

Based on the discussion in evaluating current pricing policy

in the filbert packing industry, the ensuing courses of action in

pricing in-shell filberts are recommended as consistent with de-

mand, marketable supply, and industry conditions. The use of a

market sharing arrangement tailored to the hypothesized
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relationship among the dominant in-shell sellers may greatly

benefit these firms by freeing them to use the in-shell demand

and market supply situation to stabilize their in-shell price. By

basing the division of their in-shell trade on shares of the market,

the dominant firms would be enabled to cooperate rather than

compete in pricing in-shell filberts. The first recommendation

of this study is that the dominant in-shell sellers should take ad-

vantage of their positions relative to one another and act to stabil-

ize their in-shell price. Following upon this suggested action is

an associated proposal. It is further advised that these dominant

packers urge a more efficient use of the marketing order in

limiting marketable in-shell supply to levels more nearly optimum

for determining prices which maximize total in-shell returns.

Since the competition in pricing in-shell filberts observed to

occur among the small packers seems appropriate to the postu-

lated nature of their relationship, there may be valid reasons why

small firm inter-relations may overshadow market supply and de-

mand considerations in their in-shell pricing. If each of the

smaller in-shell sellers is attempting to move 100 percent of his

allocation of total marketable in-shell supply, thenthe members of

this group would seem to operate most advantageously in in-shell

pricing through competition rather than by cooperating to stabilize

price. Since cooperation in in-shell pricing would seem to offer



no advantage in this case, this study recommends that the smaller

packers continue to establish in-shell prices with a view to cap-

turing a greater share of their in-shell trade.

As noted in the evaluation of shelled filbert pricing in the

packing industry, it is not practicable to stabilize or consistently

enhance shelled prices. Using to advantage the postulated price

elastic nature of shelled demand, all packers presently adjust

shelled prices upward or downward in response to the fluctuations

in marketable shelled supply from domestic sources. It is recom-

mended here that while the amount of shelled filberts packers

place on the market continues to vary, this shelled pricing policy

be maintained by the industry.

With regard to advertising of filberts, this study considers

one direction of product promotion to be of significance for the

filbert packing industry. Collaborative advertising by the trade

emphasizing creation of greater awareness of filbert products a.mong

potential consumers seems appropriate to stimulating present low

levels of domestic filbert consumption. Since the hypothesized

trend of consumer preference would seem to render the shelled

product more susceptible to acceptance by consumers, it is recom-

mended that such industry-wide promotion. be generally restricted

to shelled and manufactured filberts. However, there is a con-

tingency in this advice. Closely accompanying this suggestion is
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the strong recommendation that the packers make greater amounts of

shelled filberts available to the domestic market. This action

could be accomplished through limiting marketable in-shell supply

to the amount optimum for maximization of total in-shell returns.

There is one other aspect of product differentiation policy

which is felt here to be of real consequence to the filbert packing

industry as a whole. Although this stud.y has found that the other

major domestically-produced tree nuts may not be close substitutes

for filbert products, the degree of convenience in the presentation

of the product may in the end greatly influence which of the nuts

the consumer chooses to purchase. Processors, particularly of

almonds and walnuts, have become quite sophisticated in packaging

their products in packs and in amounts convenient for use by con-

sumers. Filbert packers have, on the other hand, maintained an

orientation toward bulk packaging of both in-shell and shelled

filberts. If the consumer does not find adequate supplies of

filberts conveniently packaged for his use relative to convenient

packs of other nuts, it would seem that filbert products may be

utterly unable to compete with related nuts at the ultimate consumer

level. By not presenting their products in this convenient way

themselves filbert packers have been abdicating this potential

consumer-oriented packaged trade to other trade buyers of their

filberts. In recommending more convenient, consumer-oriented



packaging of filbert products, this study is ultimately suggesting

that the filbert packers begin to recognize directly consumer de-

mand and its preferences in their marketing efforts.

Another recommendation regarding product presentation

concerns the product innovation policy of the packing industry.

This proposal relates directly to the form in which filberts are

marketed. Without jeopardizing its traditional reliance on the

in-shell trade and, according to the findings of this study, in fact

approaching nearer to maximization of total in-shell returns, the

packing industry may increase its shelling and manufacturing of

filberts. It is recommended here that in the context of con-

tinued dependence on in-shell sales, the packing industry begin to

bring its products into new areas of consumer preference by

greater shelling and innovation in product forms convenient for

consumer use. The industry might initiate this suggested re-

orientation through development and. promotion of new uses of

filberts in cooking and baking and by then manufacturing product

forms suitable for these uses.

By way of postscript and summary, several final reiterations

seem appropriate as the end of this study is reached. Through his

analysis and investigation of the filbert packing industry, the author

has come to view two problems confronting it as paramount. These

issues considered, of highest importance d.o not concern the pricing



or marketing behavior of individual firms, but rather relate to

factors relevant to the industry as a whole. The first of these

problems is that the filbert packing industry handles a crop which

is underproduced for purposes of enabling the industry to become

a reliable volume supplier to its buyers of filberts in the shelled

form. At the outset of the study, insufficient production of raw

filberts was mentioned generally as a problem; now, however, the

crop size situation is seen in its specific aspects. Under the

present state of filbert production, Oregon filbert packers cannot

move heavily into the shelled and manufactured nut trade after

supplying current in shell demand.

The other really significant problem facing the packing in

dustry is that the products it processes are uxiderexposed.

Many potential consumers are not familiar with the fjlbert in

either of its forms, By marketing filberts in packs and generally

in a form not particularly pertinent to modern consumer use, the

ind.ustry has done little to arouse the interest of consumers. The

packing industry can remed.y this situation, but only after it has

set priorities in processing which emphasize the production of

product forms convenient forhousehold use.
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Appendix I. Filbert In-Shell Prices (Selected Packs and Grades)1 , Marketing Year 1966-67.

Season Opening Prices2 Averaged Price Quotations From Actual Sales
Ic nts/lb.. f n. b. olant cents/lb., f. o. b. plant)

100# 501/ 251/ 24/11/ Week 1001/ 3- SOL 24/14
- .35 .3525 .3550 .37 of Jumbo _Large Jumbo Large jumbg4

33* .3325* .3350* .3067 .28 .3150 .34 I .33
1-8 .31 .2590 .35

2550*

- .25 .25 .2625 .35
.30 .3025 .3050 .35 9-16 .28 .2570 .29*
.31 .3150 .32 .35 .30* .2536*
.31* .3125* .3150* . 35 2 .ö . 2850 .2522 .2650 .2950 .2750

,2, .31* .3150 .32 0 7-24 .2840 .30* .2608 .2663* .2925*
.31* .2833* .2536*
.27 .2725 .2750 - .33 .2855 .2578 .3033 .2550 .3325
.29 .2950 .30 .33 25- .2932 .2663 .2830* .2825* .2750 .3450*
.29* .2925* . 2950* .31 . 2863* .2525* .2945* . 3150*

'- .26* .2950 .30 .33 .3150 .2550 .2950 .3075 .26 .3454
29* 1-8 . 28 .3075* .2575 .2880 . 2875*-

. 2875* . 20* . 27* .2550* .2468
2850* .29 .2950 . 325C .3033 .2538 .30 .27 . 2925* .3350*

.2550* 9-16 . 28 . 2963* .2540 . 2783* .29 .2850* . 27* . 2550 . 3425*

.2.850* .29* .2627*

- .2890 .28* .2513 .2640* .3150 .2550* 34-
z 7-24 .2940* .28 .2596* .2467 .2717* .3383*

34*

.30 .25 .29* .3150 .2638 .3250*
25- .28 .2550* .24 .34*

3075*
.30 .2550 .3125 . 2925* 34

1-8 .30 .31* .24 .30* .26* .3450*

-----.- ____ ___
.30 .28 .2875* .34

9-16
f.28

.3033* .2450 .24 .2675* .3413*
.30* .2510*

Source: Sales invoices of seven firms of Oregon Filbert Industry.

Due to insignificant number of transactions, certain packs and grades are not included.

2Not all firms surveyed reported season opening prices.

Denotes price quotation by a dominant firm.

3081*

3075
.3250*
- 2980*

31

.3266*
2975*

.3350
.3050
.3265*
.3196*

3040*

.3172*
3130*

3250*
.3125*

3264*
.32*

3193*
3063*

N)



Appendix U. Filbert In-Shell Prices (Selected Packs and Grades)', Marketing Year 1967-68.

Season opening Prices 2 Averaged Price Quotations From Actual Sales
(cents/lb., f. o. b. plant) (cents/lb., f. 0. b. plant)

101W S0# 25# 2411# Week 10011 50# ) 24/111
36 .3650 .37 of Jumbo Large Jumbo Large Jumbo Large

.36 .3650 .40
O 1-8

.34 .3114 .3450 .3050 . 38 . 3550
.34 .3425 .3450 .38 9-16 .32 .2971* 34* 3Q*

2 .34 .3450 .35 .38 - --________
.34 .3475 .38.3450 .35 .2965 .3150 .35
.34 .3450 .35 .39 17-24 33* .3023* .3117* .3488*

.3450
.31 .3125 .3150 .35 .3184 .3063 .3175 .3450
.31 .3150 .32 .35 25- .33 .2990 .3050

31 30' 302*.3150 .3175 .35 . .30 .

.31 .3150 .32 .35 .3330 .2995 .30 .3125 .3757 .3470

.31 .3150 1-8 .3023 .3143* .3481*

.30 . 3025 . 3050 . 34 . 3084*

.30 .3050 .3075 .34 .3289 .2938 .3150 .3475 .3050 .3473

.30 .3050 .31 2 9-16 .33 .2983 .3183*
30 . 3050 33* . 3056*- - - .33 .3044 . 3350 -. 31 .35

7-24 .3357* .3054* .3413* .3313* .3523*
31

.35 .30 .3450 .3115 .3750 .3450
25- .33* .3168* .36* .3594*

.3267 .2985
.3475 .3080 .3525 .3225 .38

2 1-8 .3250* .3007* .3425*a- -- --.----- -
.35 .3040 .30 .38

9-16 .33 .31601' .3429*
.3313* .33

Source: Sales invoices of six firms of Oregon Filbert Industry.

1Due to insignificant number of transactions, certain packs and grades are not included.

Not all firms surveyed reported season opening prices.

Denotes price quotation by the dominant firm.
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Appendix Ill. Filbert Shelled Prices, Marketing Year 1966.67.1

Season Opening Prices2 Averaged Price Quotations From Actual Sales (cents/lb., f. 0. b. plant)

lWeeh
ot

(OUf _-.- -b 35#(cents/lb., f. o. b. plant)
l00# 35# 20/24 24/28 30/40 20/24 24/28

.65 .6650 .63 .64 .6550
16/20 .66 .550 1-8 .6250 .6113 59 .6350

.65

.. 9-16
.62 .5967 .60

.57
.6350
.5950

.59

.63 .64
20/24 .6350 .6550 .6310

.62 .6075 .60 .6150 .6250.65 .6350
.63 17-24 .61

.6150
.6125 .63

.5950
.6367 .6175

.61 .6250
24/28 .62 .6250 .67 .6288 .T .6217

.62 .6250 25- .62 .6150 .61 .5967 .6250 .6125

.62 .63 .6325
.6150.60 .61 .6250 .61 .6075 .68

30/40 .6050 .6050 1-8 .6150 .5950 .5950 .62

.60 .6050 .59 .63

.60
9-16

.62
.63

.62 .6358
.5850

.6050

.6050
.6075
.6410

.6175
.6250.55 .58

.5750 .S750 - .6150 .5950
. .57 .5650 .6320 .61 .59 .63 .6150

.56 ,2 17-24 .61
.6075

.5950

.5875
.6330

.63 .6l50 .59 .62
5-

.6250 .6150 78 .61

1-8 .6075 .5850 .63

.65 .60 .6150
9-16

.62 .62 .5950 .62
17-24 .63 .61 .5950 .64

__________ - 6075

.61 .6250
5- 63

.63 .62 .6150 .6250
1-8 .62 .60

.63 .62 .63
-16 .6250

.6150
.64 .62 .60 .6450

'- 7-24 .6250 .61 .6250
.63 .6075 .5950 .65

.62
1- .5950

6350 .6150 75975 .6250
-8 .6160 .5950

.65 .6450 .62 .60 .6250 .6150
-16 .64 .61 .5950 .63

.6163
.64 62 .61 TO .6250

7-24 .6150 .5975 .6325-
. 64 . 63 . 62 - 64 . 62 .58 6S . 64

5- .6225 .5938

S.,,,,-.-. ,f

1Only months of heaviest sales included. aN all firms surveyed reported season opening prices.
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Appendix IV. Filbert Shelled Prices, Marketing Year 1967_681.

Season Opening Prices ' Averaged Price Quotations From Actual Sales(cents/lb. , f. o. b.plant)
Week

of
l00# ) 35#.............(cents/lb., 1. o. b. plant)

100# 35# 20/24 24/28 Whole-bro1nn 20/24 24/28
.79 .7950 1-8 .79 .67 .78 .63

16/20 .79 .7950 .73
.79 9-16 .76 .74

.74
.67
.6867

.76

.76
.79
.74.76 .7650

17-24 .77 .67 .7650 .745020/24 .76 .7650
.76 .74 .67
.74 .7450 25- .7342 .71 .67

24/28 .74 .7450 .6450
.74 1-8 .73 .74 .67 .7750
.69 .7250

9-16 .76 .74 .7630/40 .72 .7250
.72 .76
.67 .6750 17-24 .74 .74 .6767 .7625 .7425

. .67 .6750 .76 . 74 .7425
.67 25- .76 .74

1-8 .76 .7050 .67 .76
.67 .7475

9-16 .67

17-24 .7150 .74 .69 .67.

25- .7350

1-8 .74 .67

9-16 .78
__________U________

17-24
_________ ________ _____________ _________

25- .74

1-8 .67 .7650
69

9-16 .74 .72
.68 .69_____

17-24 .76 .69 .76 .7450

25- .75 .75 .68
.76 .84 .55

Source: Sales invoices of six firms of Oregon Filbert Industry.

1Only xnnths of heaviest sales included.

2Not all firms surveyed reported season opening prices.



Appendix V. Values Assigned to the Variables of Models (1) and (2)

x xYear Y Y 1 1 x x x
1 2 from () from (2) 2 3 4

X5

$/T.) ( $/T,) (Tons) (Tons) (Tons) (Tons) (Ton) (Millions)

1946 384 8,450 37, 600 71, 000 34, 375 141.4
1947 252 -- 8,800 29, 000 63, 600 54, 245 144. 1
1948 259 6, 440 33, 800 69, 700 82, 077 146.6
1949 219 -- 8, 100 43, 100 86, 900 58, 065 149.2
1950 350 1, 128 7,610 2, 158 37, 500 63, 400 57, 454 151.7
1951 351 1, 194 7, 045 4, 027 42, 500 76, 500 72, 888 154. 3
1952 298 1, 104 8, 043 6, 274 36, 200 82, 900 70, 938 157.0
1953 344 1, 188 6, 229 2, 613 38, 400 58, 450 101, 310 159.6
1954 320 1, 272 7, 151 5,978 43, 000 74, 250 43, 430 162.4
1955 420 1, 574 8, 202 3, 263 38, 100 76, 300 70, 135 165.3
1956 510 1,446 4,480 3, 105 58, 400 71, 100 82, 230 168.2
1957 300 1,092 7,973 6,896 37,300 65,800 66,885 171.3
1958 380 1, 132 6, 919 6, 127 19, 600 87, 900 81, 526 174. 1
1959 376 1, 194 7, 214 7, 120 82, 600 62, 000 68, 261 177. 1
1960 420 1,276 7,580 4,639 52,800 72,220 88,226 180.7
1961 380 1, 492 7, 165 6, 643 66, 200 66, 800 121, 220 183.8
1962 440 1,650 7,280 2,846 47,820 79,300 34,650 186.7
1963 470 1,596 7,169 2,583 59,550 82,500 180,775 189.4
1964 440 1, 334 6,794 4, 211 75, 100 89, 550 84, 843 192. 1
1965 450 1, 302 6, 037 5, 262 72, 600 79, 770 119, 255 194.6
1966 391 1,464 6,781 8,472 84,860 9,460 76,688 196.9
Source: U, S. D. A, Crop Reporting Board. Tree nuts by states. Washington, D. C.,
19441966. F,A.O, Production Yearbook, 1966. Rome, 1967. U.S. Department of
Commerce, Office of Business Economics, The national income and product accounts of
the U.S. Washington, D.C., August1966.



Appendix VI. Values Assigned to the Variables of Models (3) and (4).

x xYear Y3 Y4 fron- (3) frork (4)
X4 X5

(lbs. / (lbs. I ($ per
capita\ capita) ( $jj) ( LL) (LL) ( LL) (j.) capita)

1946 . 11 384 486 555 674 1, 132
1947 06 --- 252 --- 558 382 446 1, 178
1948 .06 --- 259 --- 422 419 244 1, 290
1949 .08 --- 219 --- 330 351 376 1,264
1950 .06 .04 350 1,128 546 385 576 1,364
1951 . 07 . 06 351 1, 194 472 429 394 1, 469
1952 .09 .07 298 1, 104 464 396 442 1, 518
1953 .05 .04 344 1, 188 476 412 326 1, 583
1954 .07 .07 320 1,272 498 350 572 1,585
1955 .07 .05 420 1,574 861 552 656 1,666
1956 .04 .04 510 1,446 804 440 370 1,743
1957 .08 .07 300 1, 092 505 425 474 1,801
1958 .06 .06 380 1, 132 772 377 562 1,831
1959 .07 .08 376 1, 194 466 481 650 1, 905
1960 .06 .06 420 1, 276 526 536 620 1, 937
1961 .06 .07 380 1,494 561 467 362 1,983
1962 .05 .05 440 1, 650 654 467 704 2, 064
1963 .05 . 05 470 1, 596 591 460 368 2, 136
1964 .06 .05 440 1,334 630 457 452 2,272
1965 .05 .05 450 1,302 617 432 358 2,411
1966 .06 .08 391 1,464 610 458 578 2, 583
Source: U.S.D.A. Crop Reporting Board. Tree nuts by states. Washington, D.C., 1944-1966.
F.A.O. Production Yearbook, 1966. Rome, 1967.
U. S. D. A. Marketing Economics Division. The domestric tree nut industries. Washington, D. C.,
November, 1964.
U.S. Department of Commerce. Office of Business Economics. The national income and products
accounts of the U.S. Washington, D.C., August 1966.



Appendix VII. Values Assigned to the Variables of Model (5)

xl x3

(Tons) (Tons) ($/T.) (Tons)

1953 2, 613 0 1, 188 2, 130
1954 3, 961 2, 017 1, 272 2, 613
1955 2, 739 524 1, 574 3, 961
1956 3, 105 0 1,446 2, 739
1957 2, 214 4, 682 1, 092 3, 105
1958 3, 568 2, 559 1, 132 2, 214
1959 3, 236 3, 884 1, 194 3, 568
1960 2, 375 2, 264 1, 276 3, 236
1961 1, 238 5,405 1,494 2, 375
1962 1, 561 1, 285 1,650 1, 238
1963 2, 583 0 1, 596 1, 561
1964 2, 617 1, 594 1, 334 2,583
1965 2, 288 2, 974 1, 302 2, 617
1966 212 6, 260 1,464 2, 288

Source: U. S. D, A. Marketing Economics Division. The
domestic tree nut industries. Washington, D.C., November 1964.
U.S.D.A. Crop Reporting Board.. Tree nuts by states.
Washington, D.C., 1944-1966.
F,A.O. Production Yearbook, 1966. Rome, 1967.




